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There is evidence that cancers are occurring in excess after people receive COVID-19 vaccinations, according to Dr. Harvey Risch.

Dr. Harvey Risch, professor emeritus of epidemiology at the Yale School of
Public Health, in New York on July 7, 2022. (Bao Qiu/The Epoch Times)

Dr. Risch is professor emeritus of epidemiology in the Department of Epidemiology and Public Health at the Yale School of Public Health and Yale
School of Medicine. His research has focused extensively on the causes of cancer as well as prevention and early diagnosis.

In an interview for EpochTV’s "American Thought Leaders," Dr. Risch said patients must now wait months, not weeks, to get an appointment at
an oncology clinic in New York.

here is difficulty in observing whether a vaccine can cause cancer, because cancer usually takes time to develop, Dr. Risch said. It can take
anywhere from two years to 30 years, depending on the different types of cancer, from leukemia to colon cancer.

“What clinicians have been seeing,” said Dr. Risch, “is very strange things: For example, 25-year-olds with colon cancer, who don't have family
histories of the disease—that's basically impossible along the known paradigm for how colon cancer works—and other long-latency cancers that
they're seeing in very young people."

He said this is not how cancer normally develops.

"There has to be some initiating stimulus to why this happens," he said.

Fighting Cancer
Dr. Risch said that in his opinion, cancer is something a healthy human body can fight and disable, as the non-normal cancerous cells are gobbled
up when detected in a body with a functional immune system. If the immune system is compromised, however, it cannot cope with the task of
neutralizing cancerous cells, and cancerous cells are left to multiply and grow, leading to symptoms of cancer.

“That’s the mechanism I think is most likely here,” Dr. Risch said. “We know that the COVID vaccines have done various degrees of damage to the
immune system in a fraction of people who have taken them.”

That damage could translate to getting COVID more often, getting other infectious diseases, or getting cancer.

Another example Dr. Risch gave was breast cancer, which normally, if there is a remanifestation after surgical removal, the remanifestation occurs
after two decades. However, vaccinated women are now seen to remanifest breast cancers in much shorter periods of time.

“Those are the initial signals that we’ve been seeing, and because these cancers have been occurring to people who were too young to get them,
basically, compared to the normal way it works, they’ve been designated as turbo cancers,” Dr. Risch said.

“Some of these cancers are so aggressive that between the time that they're first seen and when they come back for treatment after a few weeks,
they've grown dramatically compared to what oncologists would have expected for the way cancer normally progresses,” he added.

“Be attuned to your body,” Dr. Risch recommended, for noticing any new signals the body might give.

Adverse Events After Vaccination
Dr. Risch also talked about the aspect of official medical agencies not recognizing someone as being vaccinated inside the first two weeks of
vaccination. This happens, he said, because the medical agencies say that the effects of the vaccine need two weeks to start manifesting. Adverse
effects occurring a few days after vaccinations were officially counted as health conditions manifesting in unvaccinated people, he said.

However, serious adverse events after receiving the vaccine have occurred within the first four days, Dr. Risch said. He said three-quarters of
adverse effects are being recorded as happening to unvaccinated people.

The decision makers who were in charge during the pandemic "threw out the principles of public health six days into the pandemic and did the
opposite of everything that we knew should be done for respiratory viruses," he said.

One example was the denial of effective early treatment and unnecessary vaccinations, which show a “colossal failure of public health through this
period," he said.

Dr. Risch said that a lot of people are now less likely to be “propagandized” regarding COVID, and that news reports about a new variant that is
going to take over the world in the next month are “propaganda to sell the next batch of vaccines coming out in a few weeks.”

“People are fed up with this and it’s going to be a lot more pushback,” he said.

Risks to Society
Dr. Risch said that while the individual risk of an adverse reaction to the vaccine is relatively low, once that risk manifests itself at a greater scale,
when millions of people have received the vaccine, the result is that hundreds of thousands of people are left with injuries and serious adverse
events that are often worse than the virus itself.

Dr. Risch’s opinion is that nobody should get vaccinated with an mRNA vaccine, as the new variants are mild and not life threatening. He has
heard of a few hospitalizations that lasted for some days, but as most people had COVID in the past, they have some immunity to these new
variants as well.

"There is no reason for people to be vaccinated now, to any degree," he said.

He said COVID has become an illness similar to the flu in its degree of severity, and that propaganda to scare people is being pushed by the
government on behalf of pharmaceutical companies to sell more vaccines.

“We live in social contact with each other and therefore spread low-level infections. This is part of human life that we take for granted and we try to
treat it the best we can," he said. "That’s how we should be managing this."
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189 1 Reply

17 hours ago

happened in my fam... double tap and suddenly cancer appears that is stage 4... waaay not fyken normal... a blood clot took her
out though and fast... 3 bothers all double tapped 2 dead in 45 days third never be the same... but its flue season so btter boost
up for sure eh..

El-Fykwit
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17 hours ago

That's awful.
Orly
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17 hours ago

i cried like i never had before and im an older man..
El-Fykwit
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16 hours ago

They hurt us. One way or another, they will hurt us. I'm so sorry about your losts. My family and extended family are all
vaxxed. I'm the only exception. So far, they all seem ok. But not a day goes by when I wish I should have done more to
stop them.

sentido kumon
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16 hours ago

Do they have any clue about all of the sudden deaths and health vulnerabilities of the vaxxed? Or are they
oblivious?

No_Pretzel_Logic
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14 hours ago (Edited)

 

ARREST all Zio Big Pharma executives!

Now!

 

cynyk
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15 hours ago

When it was time for the booster rounds I was there again to tell them to never take it. I told them they're insane
for taking the first two and they should read any comments from any news outlet or youtube vids. None of them
updated their vax shots so I guess they're partially conscious by now. None of them really wants to talk about
what's happening. 

sentido kumon
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11 hours ago

I don't think they even are doing follow-up studies. You would think with the Emergency Use Authorization for
"vaccines" they would have had widespread scientific studies to determine just whether the mRNA therapy works
and is feasible, how it could be improved or curtailed, but nothing. The whole thing was just a big financial scam
by Big Pharma to take the US Treasury for Trillions of dollars for investors on Wall Street and across the markets.
We are a pathetic species. I was born with a hemangioma on my thigh, it was removed a few days after birth
leaving me with a 1.5 X 3 -inch scar about a quarter inch thick that gave me no problem for 68 years. Then about
6 months after the second Pfizer shot, it breaks open, bleeds slowly, and won't heal. Dermatologist says it's skin
cancer where before it was just a scar for 68 years. He does MOHR's surgery to close it up but it still looks funky.
There are no coincidences in life. Cause and effect. 

Malleable Marty
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My in-laws were "vaxxed-up" & "boosted" but I try to AVOID discussing all the bad news coming out with them.

Its pointless to make them worry now, since they can't UN-inject or reverse what's shot into them.

"Oblivious" may not be the word... By now, it would be pretty obvious to any casual observer what had happened
(even if they have never heard of ZH, bitchute or other alt info websites in their life. Lol)

 

I suspect "vaxxed" people are trying hard to keep up their denials & go back living their "normal" lives, so they
will psychologically filter out any negative info whilst clinging desperately onto any shred mainstream narrative
(or lies) that has a remotely "positive" take on the "vaxxines", yes?

Its like the behavior of little children who believe that if they close their eyes, and stuff their ears and go "La la la
la... I can't hear you!", then somehow reality will not hit them and they will be spared any health issues with the
"vaxx" they took?

willisjr
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4 hours ago (Edited)

To all the individuals here, they're covering up the cancer cases.

The Daily Beagle managed to scrape together datasets of what little post-2019 data they had and it shows a 110k
increase in cases.

If you're curious in what general categories the increases were, you can read about it here.

TheUnderdog
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willisjr - I think plenty of people still don't know a lot about the negative reactions or deaths the vaxxes have
caused because they don't consume much media or new info.

You and I observe people the same way. Your last paragraph describes just like I wrote yesterday on another
website.

Here:

Lastly, I’ll say that an image popped into my brain a couple days ago after so many years of being around people
resistant to hearing anything that is different from what they want to believe or what they think is true — the image
was a group of adults sitting on the floor with their hands over their ears and saying, “lalalala, neh, neh, neh” like
a kindergartener might do when hearing something they don’t want hear.

That’s where we are. Adults have been trained back to infantilism and that wasn’t very difficult to achieve.

 

No_Pretzel_Logic
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You're lucky.  I had a family member who was max vaxxed and max boosted. He died of clotting and heart
problems, which the vaccine is notorious for causing.

Now Voyager
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When I think about all our ancestors did to save (((them))), and this is how they repay us?  By culling our numbers
like diseased farm animals, I have no, I mean ZERO compassion for (((them))), their (((homeland))), or their
(((heritage))).   
 

OTSS.  

#pureblood

Darthpoop
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CEO of Pfizer ... member of the tribe.
SteveK9
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Kind of how 6 million killed WW2 is rendered worthless BS when you see the devastation they are causing.

Complaining about your kind being killed has no worth when you are responsible for murdering far bigger
numbers.

GreatUncle
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As someone who fought this balls to the wall and had every fact, tidbit, datapoint, evidence and compilation, there
are some people you cannot convince.

If they are determined to go commit suicide with a poison jab, then they will by all means, evidence be damned.
They will conjure up every excuse in the book.

You have no obligation to save others, only to save yourself.

If you tried to save others, that's great, you're a good person.

But every adult is responsible for their own choices at the end of the day.

And if they took the poison jabs without doing a lick of research, ultimately they, themselves are responsible.

Your only obligation are to your own children, if you have any. Those incapable of making informed decisions. You're
not even obliged to other people's children because ultimately they're responsible for their own parenting.

It is a tragic, and it is horrible, and what Pfizer did was pure evil, but do not beat yourself up about 'what if I did
more'. You'd burn yourself out trying to save everybody. I would know, it is what I did. Now I'm angry at people for
wasting my time by fighting back against my warnings.

TheUnderdog

when I wish I should have done more to stop them.
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I managed too keep me the wife step daughter and step grand daughter away from this toxic crap.

Create enough caution and wait.

I had to reconcile myself to my family believing all the lies and deceit was their responsibility.

With one caveat on a family chat I stayed I was not getting vaxxed so any nephews and nieces would have a choice
to think like be.

Got slated for it but think it was worth it.

No regrets neither.

GreatUncle
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Sorry to hear that, El-Fy.

Seems like your family members either got really toxic batches or they have a genetic mutation that triggered severely
with those injections.  (Sigh, that's the whole reason not be a guinea pig with experimental meds.)

No_Pretzel_Logic
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SV-40 in the vax introduced directly into the body.  Insertion mutigenisis!
Geddaklew





PREMIUM 1 hour ago

This is the Oigin of AIDS.  The tie to C19 is the insertion of pathogens into "Vaccines" and the FDA (and others)
turning a blind eye and an open pocket to Humanity.  Insertion Mutagenesis.  Cecil Fox, Simon Wain-Hobson,
Joseph Vandepitte.  The Origins of AIDS (2004) | Full Documentary | Cecil Fox | Simon Wain-Hobson | Joseph
Vandepitte - YouTube

Orphanboy
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7 hours ago (Edited)

Or the "vaccine" damaged their immune systems, which had an easy time up to then killing cancers those people
were prone to.  

TBT or not TBT
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Sincere condolences 
Idiocracy
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every jabbed person also made resisting the mandates that little bit harder. That and their general Othermensch
attitude towards the pure bloods tempers my sympathy.

Bit like Germans who quietly said they felt sorry for the Jews being kicked out, while celebrating their own promotion at
work to replace them. Difficult to like Germans after that.

Juche Tony
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My extended family is stunned into silence by what has happened to them. Two very popular cousins suddenly dead,
one from turbo, the other from a heart attack while at a hospital for a routine check-up. I think there is even more grief
among their respective extended families. Vivacious bunch. Now they never talk, and it's not that they are disagreeing.
The burden on families is enormous, and they don't want to bring others down.

Tinfoil_Hatter
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Our furnace guy's brother got sick after the second shot, died about a year later. They kept telling the doctors it seemed
related, but no no, had to uhh sudden kidney failure, then just death. Lots of anecdotals...

replaceme
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Coinciditis is a bitch.
HalEPeno
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visited by Sudden Lee
micromanager
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They got my mother, too. She resisted getting the Covid™ 'vaccine' for the first year or so, but her physician finally
talked her into it.

She went from a clean colonoscopy to full-blown Stage 4 cancer within a month. They put her on
chemo and radiation, which—of course—weakened her, but not the cancer.

She was in such agony for the last month of her life that she couldn't take phone calls from her friends and relatives.
It would have been so much less inhumane, if she could have Died Suddenly™.

The 'scientists' developing this shit, the pharmaceutical executives marketing it, the physicians administering it, and
the insurance executives, who required it as a precondition for receiving coverage are absolute monsters! The
employers who went along are vile filth, too, but at least they can cower behind the excuse that they were duped.

Ayn Stein
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https://thecovidblog.com/
Proud-Christian-White-American-Man
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Same. Dad got vaccinated. Then diagnosed with cancer a few months later. 4 weeks from diagnosis, gone.      
johnnynaps
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Happened to my bro.  Dead at 61.  Fittest in our family.  Turbo cancer.  12-18 month prognosis turned to 3 months then 1
week and was gone in four days.

Elder bro flew from Canada (to UK) to see him before he passed.  Missed him by 12 hours.

As an aside, if I'd have to had raced there by EV I'd have missed him too as even here in the UK the journey would have
taken too long due to recharging.  Thank fcuk for diesel.

 

kellys_eye
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as an aside, I noticed just yesterday that car rental companies literally have no diesels any more. They push EVs, a
Tesla for the price of a tiny car, instead. Clearly noone wants to rent them, but car manufacturers are dumping them at
a loss on rental agencies to meet govt targets.

Juche Tony
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Why would you want short range on a rental car?
Leroy Whitby
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why you ask?

who cares of range if it's a rental tesla

rent it and drive that bitch like stolen

visit the local country club at night with the highest fees,

crete golf course cligrphy then pull some generl lee jumps

return to agency

creviceCaress
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I can see why the rental company would want it.
Juche Tony
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That's insane
JimmyJones
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I'm so sorry for your losses. It's criminal what they've done.

I hope you are able to find some peace. 

Whiteness
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I member when tamiflu was out the years later said it didn’t do nothing for bird flu ppl already forgot the money grab system
we are in 

Westsidekilla
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16 hours ago (Edited)

Ask any vaxxed if they feel the tightness in their chest? Watch as their eyes widen and they stare at you angrily.
Democratic Koolaid111
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16 hours ago

its a nightmare... i don't think i could handle that knowing what it is... i never got needle raped but everyone around me did
and it was devastating...

El-Fykwit
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6 hours ago

I am so glad that no one in my immediate family got the experimental jab. I had long conversations with my adult children
and they also did not get the vax. Amazingly we are all healthy with no long term illnesses. The worst thing that happened
to me was I lost my job of 15 years because I refused the jab. I consider myself lucky.

NumNutt
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16 hours ago

previously, before you could go into a restaurant, they needed to know if you were vaxxxed

now, when you go into the morgue, nobody wants to know if you were vaxxxed

micromanager
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I don't even have to ask by now. Close relatives telling me outright they have a tightness in their chest. My eyes widen and
noone shows any other response. Awkward... Can't really help either, since they neglected my "medical" advice and still
trust blindly what the doctors are telling them. It's become a comforting job...

MightyZen
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PREMIUM 6 hours ago (Edited)

The only logical explanation for the whole covid fiasco was :

1.) Cancer inducing shot. Moderna researched mrna for cancer since 2010 - they knew exactly what they could do.
Cancer also creates huge healthcare profits !

2.) Bump off the elderly and kill pension liabilities.

3.) Sterilize the younger generations (notice the push to inject pregnant women ? - why ? Cos their kids will be pbly sterile
and no one will know for 20+ years).

Also - the whole animal spillover v. Lab leak BS is just a deliberate drama so no one looks at the obvious hidden in plain
sight ! The fkg virus was released on purpose.

Same goes for masks, lockdowns, vax passes etc.... All a massive distraction from the mission statement.

Inject as many people as possible with a shot that causes cancer, long term illness, elderly deaths (useless eaters) AND
ideally to sterilize the 0-40 yr population.

Notice the masive drive for kids was pushed hard and fast - Schools, Univerisites, Hospitals etc all in on the game.

Its so fkg obvious - you don't need inspector gadget to figure this one out! James Bond wouldn't even need 90
minutes, Scoobee Doo can crack the case in a 30 minute cartoon.

The only tiny missing link is why they would let so many across the US border and from Africa to EU and not simply force
vax them on arrival. Stay and take the shot or be deported was an easy ploy.

iigg11
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Yep 100%.

To the pregnant women. They can't even take an Aspirin without some medical concerns, but the vax was supposed
safe to take and even adviced to be taken, despite the rushed distribution. Total bullsh.

MightyZen
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"why they would let so many across the US border"

replacement

HamFistedIdiot
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I was trapped by my idiot company, I took the bare minimum at the last second, fearing that if I didn't, that I would be
labeled and unemployable. For some time I would experience tightness in my chest one day or so a month; it's stopped a
couple months ago, but I'm still worried. Middle aged, try to eat healthy 95% of the time, exercise daily, take vitamins D very
low dose C and K, sleep could improve, and always hydrated especially before going to bed....

ProstoDoZiemi
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I am hoping the vaxx effects will fade over time, providing you are on the correct regimen. 

For vaxx or spike protein detox: I use lumbrokinase and serrapeptase from Mercola.com and nattokinase "spike support"

from McCullough's The Wellness Company to handle any spike protein I might get through exposure

from vaxxed folks in the workplace. I am also doing EDTA IV chelation to help with eliminating other

material that might be gumming up our circulatory system. Spike proteins are associated with the

clotting we are seeing. I got an MD exemption letter for the vaxx due to my testing allergic to PEG in a

skin "scratch" test that tests for allergic reaction to vaxx ingredients. The CDC approves PEG allergy

as a permitted exemption.

HamFistedIdiot
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16 hours ago

Super cancers.  That's why everyone, even 6th month old babies need to keep up to date with the boosters.

They want us all to die.

NoBigDeal
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Precisely
Proud-Christian-White-American-Man
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But not the foreigners streaming through the border.

Not required for them.

Dangertime
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They certainly don't seem to mind if we do. Monsters. 
AimeeZH
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16 hours ago

They don't want to see pollution and little people when they look out the windows of their private jet anymore.  The world
will be a better place when we're out of the way.

NoBigDeal
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9 hours ago

They need to meet my mate 'sam'.... (in capitals though)

 

 

kellys_eye

when they look out the windows of their private jet anymore.
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I'd rather wait and meet them on the ground, personally.  Give them a head start and a blade so it's not too easy.
NoBigDeal
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11 hours ago

except (a) there won't be anyone to look after their jet/mobo, (b) their own standard of living will plummet, (c) the
purebloods will kill them all.

Juche Tony
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I hadn't pegged you as an optimist, Tony.  ;-)
merizobeach
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4 hours ago

They're banking on an army of robots but the tech is so sht.  They're staff will be their lynch mob.
NoBigDeal
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(((they))) ?
No-Go zone
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Davos
NoBigDeal
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16 hours ago

I'll let you in on nurse God helper syndrome or w/e you want to call it.

My son is recorded saying "I love you" at 3 months and being perfectly fine until we did even a reduced vaccine schedule.  He
stopped talking and developed skin conditions resembling eczema. 

He has since been great in every area except talking, he just seems to refuse it even though I can coerce with treats now at 3
years.  We can handle his skin condition with Bag Balm only.  I tried a lotion I love and it literally chemically burned him leaving
white patch scars.  I fucked up my first born son b/c of my wife being so scared of not vaccinating.

She finally realized her mistake and we were devout with our second child.  

I got all of the paperwork ready before hand to not have a heel prick for DNA analysis and fought the nurses when they wanted to
vaccinate, tongue clip, and heel prick.

You would've thought I was the devil by the way they treated us.  The "pediatrician" at the hospital told us that if we wanted to
avoid the heel prick for DNA records that it was so much paper work that we wouldn't want to even try.   I smiled and pulled out
the 2 sheets of paper I needed that were already filled out.  The look on her face was that of a demon and she left not saying
another damn word, didn't even see here again.  I also had nurses asking me what the trust problem was when they wanted to
take my daughter away for the ear and skin sensitivity test.  I said I'm going with you or your not doing it.  They wanted my baby
alone without me and complained about me wanting to be with her.

It is absolutely ugly giving birth and if we have 3rd it will be at home.

My daughter will remain vax free, my son is recovering well and will not have another.

Fuck all of you who made this reality the farce that it is.

 

 

Bossua
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Sorry this happened - do you know which vaxx set this regression off? 
Totallyanonymous
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15 hours ago (Edited)

HepB, Rotavirus, DTaP, Hib, PCV 13, Polio

Edit:  Non conclusive on which

 

Bossua
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Can you imagine they give all of these shots at once to little, tiny children?   Like mom would say:motherfuckers.  
PMS Mainstreeter
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10 hours ago (Edited)

The medical profession nowadays is on par with that in Germany in the 1930s. 
Dead_Residents
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That is why humans are born with immune systems. Like the doc in this article references as needed to keep cancer at bay.
We all have cancer cells and generally our system knocks them out.

The current medical/ phrma crimes are denying that and never make any reference to building our own immune system.
Never. But for enough $$$ they offer new elixirs to fix all ills before you get them. Elixirs that they cannot be held
accountable for by laws they managed to get past by our $$$ lawmakers.

pparalegal
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While the doctor may be a nice guy, he is dead wrong about the 'failure' of the system.  The system was weaponized against us. 
It was not an accident.  It was not a mistake.  It was intentional and they haven't stopped yet because we haven't held anyone
accountable.

Start by hanging little tony on TV.  After a fair and speedy trial of course.

Putin.Did.It
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Nuremburg trials part 2

russellthetreeman
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if this does not occur and bourla the manic does not hang hunt squads will be formed by the griveing and the dying...
El-Fykwit
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I don't know why this hasn't happened yet.  Everyone at the FDA, CDC, NIH, Pfizer, Moderna, etc etc involved in the
clot shot should be the target.

RaymondAubrac
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all the execs who on boarded this bio weapon... 100% DOD job should be clipped...
El-Fykwit
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15 hours ago

Oct 6, 2017 - "The calm before the storm"

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/calm-storm-trump-makes-cryptic-remark-military-dinner-
n808266

No_Pretzel_Logic
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Their families should suffer as well.  Don't forget about them.
geologyguy
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why?  Look at Garland and y will know the answer
CNNempty
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it won't happen, and then it will. A la Bastille.

The "let them eat cake" moment is coming.

Juche Tony
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Not long ago I said something like that would happen when enough people realize what was done to them and their
children.

There isn't a private security team strong enough to hold back 1k people who don't want to live, they only want
revenge and justice.

russellthetreeman





16 Reply

8 hours ago

a parent dying from the jabs, with still enough energy to hold a gun and drive, will be avenging the death of their
jabbed child.

Multiply by 100x.

Juche Tony





6 Reply

6 hours ago

wishful thinking - we have become a nation of sheep
elephant





42 Reply

13 hours ago

Let history be your guide.

When the bubonic plague struck Geneva in 1530, everything was ready. They even opened a whole hospital for the
plague victims. With doctors, paramedics and nurses. The traders contributed, the magistrate gave grants every month.
The patients always gave money, and if one of them died alone, all the goods went to the hospital. 

But then a disaster happened: the plague was dying out, while the subsidies depended on the number of patients. There
was no question of right and wrong for the Geneva hospital staff in 1530. If the plague produces money, then the plague
is good. And then the doctors got organized.

At first, they just poisoned patients to raise the mortality statistics, but they quickly realized that the statistics didn't have
to be just about mortality, but about mortality from plague. So they began to cut the boils from the bodies of the dead, dry
them, grind them in a mortar and give them to other patients as medicine. Then they started dusting clothes,
handkerchiefs and garters. But somehow the plague continued to abate. Apparently, the dried buboes didn't work well.
Doctors went into town and spread bubonic powder on door handles at night, selecting those homes where they could
then profit. As an eyewitness wrote of these events, "this remained hidden for some time, but the devil is more concerned
with increasing the number of sins than with hiding them."

In short, one of the doctors became so impudent and lazy that he decided not to wander the city at night, but simply
threw a bundle of dust into the crowd during the day. The stench rose to the sky and one of the girls, who by a lucky
chance had recently come out of that hospital, discovered what that smell was.

The doctor was tied up and placed in the good hands of competent “craftsmen.” They tried to get as much information
from him as possible. However, the execution lasted several days. The ingenious hippocrats were tied to poles on wagons
and carried around the city. At each intersection the executioners used red-hot tongs to tear off pieces of meat. They
were then taken to the public square, beheaded and quartered, and the pieces were taken to all the districts of Geneva. 

The only exception was the hospital director's son, who did not take part in the trial but blurted out that he knew how to
make potions and how to prepare the powder without fear of contamination. He was simply beheaded "to prevent the
spread of evil".

- François Bonivard, Chronicles of Geneva, second volume, pages 395 - 402q*

Mr. Boots





19 Reply

9 hours ago

someone needs to make a film depicting this episode of history.
Juche Tony





4 Reply

3 hours ago

"Let history be your guide."

The only thing we learn from history is that people learn nothing from history.

MisterMousePotato





3 Reply

6 hours ago

Wow. Nothing new under the sun.
GenX in Oz





1 Reply

5 hours ago

Nothing new under the sun.

indeedlydoodlio

if you take the instance of the bubonic story above.....

and the story of covid now.....

in between those nasty buns is the gooey middle of vaccines and L pastuer, a nasty 'medical' burger

the rollout of mass vax campaigns in the late 1800s was the same vile crap exhibited in the bubonic plague and the
covid hoax.....pasteur, the godfather of vax, was a particularly weak, conniving wretch.

the principle idea behind vax misses the mark, never been needed at any time, has no benefit to a healthy animal
but has a plethora of detrimental effects.

the virus is nothing, the terrain is everything.

look for yourself.

creviceCaress





5 Reply

5 hours ago

this is the most interesting thing I've read on ZzzH this month, thanks
micromanager





22 Reply

16 hours ago (Edited)

All medical professionals need to get honest about this because they still claim ignorance.  Maybe they personally didn't
know what was going on but there was malicious intent at the top and they cooperated due to their greed and attitude of
superiority.  

I do know a few honest docs that have seen their profession for what it is and are going to do better in the future.

AlohaZ





25 Reply

12 hours ago

The medical professionals are all busy lining up for their annual flu and covid shots.  Right now.  The pressure is on them. 
Employers are pushing hard.

3% in New York had the spine and wisdom to refuse the original kill shots.  3%.  Let that sink in a little.  "Medical
professionals".

It'll be a much higher number this time around.  Lot of normies are asking me if I think it causes cancer,
immunosuppression, sudden death.  Should they give it to their kids?  They all know I'm an anti-vaxxer.  Suddenly, that
seems to give me some credibility.  Things have changed...but plus ca meme chose.

 

Socratic Dog





2 Reply

5 hours ago

After rubber hose interrigaion and some names given up.
pparalegal





1 Reply

3 hours ago

In retrospect, the system was designed from day1 to kill and enslave us. 
coscal2





76 Reply

17 hours ago

My brother-in-laws cancer was in remission for nearly ten years before he got the clot shot.

It came back almost immediately after the shot.

It isn't going away this time.

But he says it wasn't the shot.

toady





51 1 Reply

16 hours ago

it was and i have done 1000 hours of top level research on what this shyte contains and why it is there..
El-Fykwit





15 2 Reply

15 hours ago

Describe a couple paragraphs worth of what you learned, if you would, pls.
No_Pretzel_Logic





3 3 Reply

11 hours ago

Still waiting… 
whether underground





15 1 Reply

14 hours ago

I can do it for you, in one sentence.

That shit'll fuck you up, girl.

You're welcome.

Socratic Dog





1 9 Reply

11 hours ago

Your comment didn't even come close to answering this:

Reading comprehension...

 

No_Pretzel_Logic

...what this shyte contains and why it is there..





Reply

2 hours ago

So have I. {flush}
MyLittlePonyPaste





42 Reply

16 hours ago

There are still fools who jab their kids.  I call that criminal.
RaymondAubrac





33 Reply

15 hours ago

my sister in law did all three and my brother... it killed my soul...
El-Fykwit





31 Reply

14 hours ago (Edited)

My sister in law got it while pregnant, and is counting down the days until her sweet child turns 6 months so she can
do it again.

She has replaced faith in God with faith in The Science and the consequences to her family (and all of us by extension)
will likely be tragic.

AlohaZ





1 Reply

3 hours ago

No way, can't believe this is still happening...
MightyZen





5 1 Reply

8 hours ago

It nearly broke me. I used to try and believe and practice what Jesus is reported to have said in 'Love thy Neighbour'.
But now I question wether or not the gospels are legitimate and not some mechanism of mind control.

Every man for himself from now on.

rectal_munger





41 Reply

16 hours ago (Edited)

same thing happened to my mother in law, who fought non-hodgkins lymphoma and was in remission for over ten years -
roared back with a vengeance and she died

another person went from robust, healthy 71 year old man to stage four brain cancer, dead in under six months from initial
diagnosis

another person, average 43 year old male, dropped dead from heart attack despite never experiencing heart problems

now, ex-GF suddenly has developed aggressive melanoma, time will tell

all people I knew personally, with one common factor: all were vaxxed and boosted

micromanager





10 Reply

15 hours ago

Happens all the time.  Don't you remember, pre-2021, it was always happening. 

Wasn't it?

Socratic Dog





5 Reply

16 hours ago

Many similar cases at https://thecovidblog.com/
Proud-Christian-White-American-Man





17 Reply

16 hours ago (Edited)

this one too: https://www.realnotrare.com/
micromanager

Q: What was your reaction, symptoms, & timeline?

My life was normal before the covid shots. I was on my way to losing all 50 pounds I need to lose
due to PCOS. Then my life was turned upside down.

I started experiencing severe lower back pain. I could not run, walk well, and multiple soft tumors
began forming on my body. I also had mobility issues from the sacral joint tumors that had to get
removed from surgery this December of 2022.

I also got headaches and my joints severely hurt. I started having no social life and began to
regain weight, as doctors began to gaslight me.

I was diagnosed with over 8 new health conditions that are not in my family history. My life
changed, and I became a chronic pain patient.

I was diagnosed with osteoarthritis, facet atrophy, disc problems, spine inflammation, and fluid
was found in my x-rays and MRIs in my lower back.

My life changed forever and work has been hard. I’m afraid of losing my job due to all the chronic
pain, absences and medical issues I am having.

I am scared I won’t be able to work anymore, and our country has no help or support for vaccine-
injured people. I feel like no one believes me.





7 Reply

12 hours ago

Just get another booster, and all will be well.
Socratic Dog





2 Reply

3 hours ago

While you still are able the first step should be to make your doctor (the one that led you down this path) pay. Turn his
life upside down.

NumNutt





23 Reply

PREMIUM 13 hours ago

He doesn't have any idea what caused it, but he's 100% certain what did not cause it? Conviction is a powerful thing. 

julius.winsome

But he says it wasn't the shot.





4 Reply

4 hours ago

confirmation bias
micromanager





62 Reply

17 hours ago

One of my doctors died after taking the jab.

My dentist has bell's palsy so bad he's going to need facial nerve surgery.

mentalosmosis





53 Reply

16 hours ago

My doctor was forced getting the jab or he would lose his license.  He walked with a limp for 6 months.  He told me not to
get that poison.  

Ben A Drill





12 Reply

11 hours ago (Edited)

Nope, people weren't getting de-licensed for refusing it.  De-jobbed, professionally and socially ostracised, but not losing
their licenses.  So far as I know.

Socratic Dog





5 Reply

8 hours ago

"When you have to lie to live, lie." - quote from Holocaust survivor.   
PMS Mainstreeter





3 Reply

6 hours ago

they oughta know
micromanager





36 Reply

16 hours ago (Edited)

I am hella glad that I got Bells Palsy from a different Vax way before all this.  Because the gaslighting I received from all the
medical professionals made me see the system for what it really is.   I'm NEVER getting another jab of any kind for myself or
any of my kids.  

AlohaZ





29 Reply

15 hours ago (Edited)

I'm grateful I was able to figure it out without having my, or my families, health taken away (so far as I know).

It was the system wanting to give my first-born a Hep B shot literally minutes after birth that woke me up.  My protective
instincts kicked in and there was no fucking way he was getting it.  I knew enough to know Hep B is a disease of whores,
homos and junkies, and had enough processing power to ask myself "if the entire system is so wrong on this...why would
I assume it's right on all the others?  And enough bloody-mindedness to start looking into it, after which the answer was
obvious.

The question then became, if the entire system is so wrong on vaccines, then why would I assume it's right on anything
else?  And I mean anything.

Yep.  I'm grateful.

Funny thing, it was 2009 I woke up.  About the time I first discovered the Hedge.  The two are not unrelated.

Socratic Dog





14 hours ago (Edited)

That hep b shot at birth is insanity. 
Totallyanonymous



18 Reply

 

 





12 1 Reply

11 hours ago

It was out there for all to see when they forced the Anthrax Vaxx on all ground troops in Iraq. Then, Gulf War Syndrome
hit. It was like they cloned a bunch of Fat Alberts and put them all in charge at the VA. I had 2 friends from HS in the
Army there. I talked to them at a gas station in my home town while we were all on leave. They found WMD there in
Iraq and were given orders to stay quiet about it. I saw their pictures on the "in remembrance of" table at my 30 year
reunion.

NachoLiebor





8 Reply

8 hours ago

I've apparently had worse than average luck with doctors my whole life, seen that gaslighting over and over again.  I'm
afraid half of that is just becoming aware of it, and suddenly you see it all over the place - and then you find out it's
TAUGHT in medical school.

I Write Code





2 Reply

11 hours ago

Lol
whether underground





62 Reply

PREMIUM 17 hours ago

We're only 2 yrs into this...

russellthetreeman





14 1 Reply

13 hours ago

^
GiantLdaV





60 Reply

17 hours ago

I know a lot of really smart people.  They fell for the propaganda hook line and sinker.  They are all dealing with issues.  They
won’t say it was the jab that was the cause in public, but they know they screwed up.  

Ben A Drill





20 Reply

PREMIUM 16 hours ago

I am amazed that they all bury this deep inside, rather than going after the bastards that did this to them.

sparky139





11 Reply

9 hours ago

how many abused children go after the abuser?

The feeling of guilt, thinking "why did I let it happen?" internalises the trauma.

Juche Tony





54 1 Reply

17 hours ago

I have a giant tumor in my chest...pressing on both of my lungs and my heart.

I never took any of the shots.

Beware of spike shedding...

fearless102





5 2 Reply

16 hours ago

Are you serious?  What kind of tumor? Describe, pls...
No_Pretzel_Logic





25 Reply

16 hours ago

Biopsies were inconclusive...

Germ cell tumor is most likely they think...

but I'll be having a sternotomy next week to just remove the damn thing...

I may die...it is what it is...

fearless102





38 Reply

16 hours ago

I am praying for your complete and speedy recovery.
nerf_crotchbat





13 Reply

13 hours ago

Super weird. If that's what it is, you seem to have gotten it in an unusual body location. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Germ_cell_tumor

I wish you the best. Come back on and let us know how you are and what more they learned after poaching it.

No_Pretzel_Logic





4 Reply

9 hours ago

Fenbendazole 

Ivermectin 

clot shot





Reply

36 seconds ago

Man, I hope so.
A rope leash





7 1 Reply

12 hours ago

God IS with you. You keep your mind and heart on God. Please read Psalm 91. I had a HUGE tumor (ovarian cancer)
last year. I understand what you’re going through. 
Talk to your Father. Turn all of your fear over to Him. 

✝

WalkingLibertyGirl





4 1 Reply

9 hours ago

Wise words.

nerf_crotchbat

Talk to your Father. Turn all of your fear over to Him.





2 1 Reply

10 hours ago

you don't go to a church to get a tumour removed, you go to a surgeon.
Juche Tony





44 1 Reply

14 hours ago (Edited)

Real friends do not let their Liberal acquittances go unboosted. 
plankton





17 Reply

14 hours ago

YES.  Get rid of as many of these Darwin Award candidates as possible.
RaymondAubrac





6 Reply

7 hours ago

It's for the children.
Zorch





3 Reply

3 hours ago

And Grandma
MightyZen





38 Reply

PREMIUM 15 hours ago (Edited)

We know that the COVID vaccines have done various degrees of damage to the immune system.

We also know that people who repeatedly take Covid vaccines have damage in their brain system.

Tomorrow I’ll again see masked GMO people shopping for non-GMO foods at the local farmer’s market.  

Serious.Lee





6 Reply

12 hours ago

Plenty of anecdotal evidence out there to prove that.
desertdog





4 Reply

11 hours ago

That was a pre-existing condition.
MontaElTigre





25 Reply

14 hours ago

The hypocrisy of people who won't even eat a GMO apple genetically modifying themselves will never be equalled.

 

AlohaZ





9 Reply

12 hours ago

Not hypocrisy.  Stupidity.

Well, hypocritic stupidity then.

Socratic Dog





4 Reply

8 hours ago

Yeah, I doubt that 1 in 100 have any idea that the two actions have any logical relationship.   That's closer to stupidity
than anything else.

Zorch





9 1 Reply

7 hours ago

Yeah, I yelled at a friend recently.  Told her she is so strict and picky about eating ONLY NON GMO food and she went out
and GMO'd herself!

PMS Mainstreeter





Reply

just now

Satan shops at Whole Foods.
HamFistedIdiot





38 Reply

15 hours ago

Professor Emeritus at Yale. Pretty big time. I am glad he is speaking out about this travesty.
Orly





17 Reply

13 hours ago

the wall is beginning to crack and those too fearful are now inching forward and soon it will be a stampeed so those that
supported are not prosecuted...

El-Fykwit





12 1 Reply

PREMIUM 13 hours ago (Edited)

I stand corrected. The Dr. has been on the right side all along.

Earlier post: 2.5 yrs too late.

russellthetreeman





11 Reply

13 hours ago

100%
El-Fykwit





18 Reply

12 hours ago

He has been speaking out since May of 2020. He was canceled and deplatformed. 
AimeeZH





4 Reply

11 hours ago

As were most all others speaking up.

Except in this place.

Socratic Dog





7 Reply

12 hours ago

Nope, wrong. He's been vocal the whole time.
No_Pretzel_Logic





11 Reply

12 hours ago

Harvey Risch has been on the right side of this all along.

I saw him interviewed many, many times in 2020/2021 and he was basically always speaking calmly against "the narrative".

No_Pretzel_Logic





37 Reply

13 hours ago

im done with all vaccines. the medical community can no longer be trusted not to carry the globalists water. doctors are now no
better than politicians.

Room237





9 Reply

13 hours ago

Last vax I got was in 1973.
Lyman54





6 Reply

6 hours ago

Probably my last was a Sabin sugar cube, does that count?

When was that, about 1959?

I just slid under the wire for measles, mumps, chickenpox.

I've passed on the shingles.

I Write Code





Reply

3 hours ago

the nurses were handing those out in the 60s in my elementary school

I had measles & chickenpox, never got those vaxxxes

I seem to remember the original smallpox vaccine being available, but didn't have it

never had mumps but never vaxxxed for that either

tetanus 3× that I stepped on rusty nails, that's it

micromanager





Reply

2 hours ago

I got my last in 2017 (or not, lol). It was for the Tetanus one as I got injured by rusted metal. 

Reverse experience..

Doctors and Nurses actually refused to give it to me as economic crisis was still a thing and doses apparently were not
many available. That's were my distrust to doctors started.

Apparently they thought I didn't need it (because ineffective vaccine), maybe I didn't looked rich enough to them, but by
doing so everyone was going against their Hippocratic oath.

Took care of the wound myself, lol.

MightyZen





4 2 Reply

8 hours ago

You should have figured this out years ago.
Silvergood





32 Reply

15 hours ago

Why can’t this MD get the word out somewhere besides The Epoch Times? This just ensures you’ll never hear anything about it
again. 

Totallyanonymous





14 1 Reply

13 hours ago

You make a good point. ZH is notorious for preaching to the converted
TearAlongTheDottedLion





4 Reply

12 hours ago

Unfortunately, the administrative state media won't air the MD's info.
Jackprong





10 Reply

14 hours ago

People, I'm surprised he's new to so many on here.

Harvey Risch has been on the right side of this ALL ALONG and has spoken publicly continuously since about the
second half of 2020. Cast your information gathering nets wider.

No_Pretzel_Logic





1 Reply

8 hours ago

He's been on Foxnews. None of the other corporate presstitute media will have him
clot shot





32 Reply

16 hours ago

This Doctor looks and sounds like a extreme right wing conspiracy theorist. Just look at his body of work, education and
professional credibility.

Keep getting boosted “informed” progressives. 

GiantLdaV





14 Reply

11 hours ago

And take paxlovid when you do get covid...
replaceme





31 Reply

15 hours ago (Edited)

Pretty hard to brush this one off as a crackpot conspiracy theorist

Seek Shelter

Dr. Risch is professor emeritus of epidemiology in the Department of Epidemiology and Public Health at
the Yale School of Public Health and Yale School of Medicine





11 Reply

13 hours ago

Poor guy is about to commit "suicide"
Rule 303





11 Reply

12 hours ago (Edited)

It's a pity that more big names like him didn't come forward sooner to counter the views of the "experts" and Big Pharma
shills like Hotez and Offit. in fairness, Risch has always been a sceptic but was censored and neutralized but didn't push
back very forcefully. We should be truly grateful to those who did have the courage to come forward early and
consistently find ways to speak out against the official narrative, often at great sacrifice and personal cost. People like
McCullough, Bhattacharya, Kory, Nass and others. We owe them a great debt of gratitude for standing behind the facts,
science and truth.

But more are now coming forward (better late than never) in part because the evidence is already compelling that the
mRNA gene therapies are doing more harm than good, especially in the present context and more will want to get onto
the right side of history.

It's really quite shocking that the US should still be recommending these "vaccines" for all, including young children and
pregnant women, when the rest of the developed world only now recommends them for high risk cohorts over age 65.

philipat





6 Reply

9 hours ago

The jabs don’t work at all. Why is ANYONE getting them? High risk cohorts are the last people that should be taking
these bioweapons.

WalkingLibertyGirl





4 Reply

4 hours ago (Edited)

I agree, I'm just reporting what is happening. There is a lot of high quality official data now to confrim that the death
rates in older cohorts was increased by the gene therapies and the more jabs the higher the death rate. So yes,
again I agree with you, these are actually the last paop;le who should be getting more Boosters..

Whay are they doing this? I don't know but they must have better access to more data than we do (because they
are not releasing what should be public imformation). SO it isn't happening "accidentally". At this stage, the only
possible conclusion is that there is great evil in play.

philipat





15 Reply

14 hours ago (Edited)

You should read about what they did to professor Peter Duesburg of UC Berkeley. He was demonized and made out to be a
crackpot conspiracy theorist for his HIV hypothesis.

 

The medical cartel was pushing out dangerous AIDS drugs long before Covid had ever appeared and they were conducting
experiments that were extremely unethical. 

Guatemalanwatersnake







15 Reply



13 Reply

12 hours ago

Amazingly, Fauci was front and center both times, AIDS and Covid.

Most of Robert Kennedy's book "The Real Anthony Fauci" is about AIDS, not Covid.

Ron Unz wrote long and well about it:

https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-why-the-media-fears-rfk-jr/

Socratic Dog





1 Reply

3 hours ago

I like Ron Unz and I think he is right about the "virus origin". But he is still a believer in the gene therapies and has also
written several long articles trying to explain why. Go figure.

philipat





5 Reply

14 hours ago (Edited)

But they did. He's been speaking out since May of 2020 but they censored him and called him a quack. I distinctly
remember it. It was one of the things that really made me suspicious of the whole narrative. They overreacted to dissent, and
Risch had solid credibility. 

AimeeZH





3 Reply

13 hours ago

I would love to see a candid conversation between Fauci and this man.  
Seek Shelter





20 Reply

15 hours ago

It always was.

Kiteh Kawasaki

He said COVID has become an illness similar to the flu...





29 Reply

14 hours ago

The flu disappeared in 2020 at the exact same time Covid entered the world stage.
GoodyGumdrops





8 Reply

PREMIUM 15 hours ago

The Diamond Princess cruise line that got stuck in Japan with a sars cov2 outbreak in early 2020  proved it.

russellthetreeman





10 Reply

15 hours ago

It's not just the normal flu, I was in Japan right before that cruise and everywhere was locked down.

I don't think it's worse but my wife caught it and so did I making our Japan and Guam trip pretty (soft talk) lame.

It is definitely something else but not the biblical plague they present.

I will say it's it definitely not worth taking that experimental RNA bullshit they want you to inject though.

Why?  I work in pharma and have seen the saline lots vs RNA shipped to us lots by ???, never disclosed to us.

I refused to work on the covid drug product campaigns but got to see the details while working at Baxter.

Don't take it for any reason and shoot the ones trying to force it on you is all I have to say.

I brought to the market a knock off Naloxone, Indian branded heart med Hrdya (spelling is off probably after these years),
knock of antifungal called TeslaD.

I will tell anyone, do NOT take the covid vax.

 

 

Bossua





3 Reply

14 hours ago

Also, for all of anyone that trust the manufacturing process.

I got news for you, they hire destitute individuals just looking for their next quick job.

There are abominal NCRs (Non-Conformance Records) that happen constantly with no recourse.

Basically we had an uh-oh and passed it because we could talk our way out of it.

And that is what they want to inject you with.

Bossua





4 Reply

14 hours ago

And now that I'm drinking and really don't care...

I was doing the first of 3 rounds of drug approval.

The cooling unit failed and we had to draw out the formulation for over 8 hours to get another one.

The power went out in the block I was supervising, we lost our tare weight and other critical info while standing in
pitch black darkness.

The team receiving formulation couldn't figure out why they weren't getting the formulation downstairs until I finally
asked them, "Is the line free of clamps?"

They unclamped the line, and we proceeded with filling.  2 filling pumps leaked and could not be remedied before
the HVAC went down.  A re-prep took place but they did not autoclave the correct parts.  Another re-prep occurred
and we proceeded to fill.  Anomalies with filling led to another filling pump failing.  Could not be fixed until hours
later.  Fill completed before the "process time limit."  Test samples were not submitted on time.  NCRs had to be
written for all of these occurrences.  That run was considered acceptable for one of 3 performance testings.  I can't
remember the acronym right now to save my life.

Bossua





5 1

14 hours ago

PPQs, process performance qualification, phew, glad I finally remembered before it drove me nuts.
Bossua





21 Reply

16 hours ago

The move has been to change all vaccines to ‘mRNA’ vaccines which essentially means that you should avoid ALL future
vaccines.

TheSharpenedPen





5 5 Reply

13 hours ago (Edited)

I'm uncertain as to whether the synthetic mRna is the issue. It appears that the issue is the synthesis of the Spike protein
using synthetic mRNA with components that take much longer for the body to break down, so that Spike proteins are
synthesized for a much longer period. The problem is "trust"...it is not even that these vaccines have serious issues, but that
we are no longer allowed to objectively  question, to systematically and transparently assess the "science,..."  as those who
do so are deplatformed or worse....Hence, we no longer have people that have any integrity in the political as well as 
pharma's higher echelon levels. The tech is good, but for what and how good.... And unfortunately the ideologues have
politicised it, are using it badly and can no longer be trusted ...

steiner





10 Reply

13 hours ago

So trust the science. got it.
Savvy





11 Reply

13 hours ago

I believe the phrase best suited as a response is: “Never again”.
TheSharpenedPen





13 Reply

13 hours ago

My red flag was .gov's abject desperation to jab jab jab. Threaten coerce bully and guilt.

I can tell you if .gov is for it, I'm agin. the end.

Savvy





12

13 hours ago

Big red flag for me was the ‘emergency use authorization’, but absent any real semblance of an ‘emergency’ with
effective alternative treatments readily available, yet strangely, broadly demonized.

TheSharpenedPen





3

10 hours ago

One day I heard radio, TV, billboard, adverts like back to back for 30 minutes. 

 

I knew before then, but that was solidifying factor in thinking this is way messed up. 

Usufructuary





15

13 hours ago

I would tell people that there was no pandemic and they would look at me dumbfounded and then outraged.
‘Why do you say that?’ I would respond simply that in any pandemic, homeless populations, with their poor living
standards and compromised health would be absolutely decimated - and yet, nothing. Same numbers as before -
more thanks to the lockdowns - and no evidence of runaway infection.

They lied to us.

TheSharpenedPen





3 Reply

10 hours ago

‘Trusting the science’ would mean that no one would ever again consider wearing an ineffective and potentially harmful
face mask (face diaper), nor an MRNA treatment which makes you even more susceptible to the virus it’s supposed to
prevent.

TheSharpenedPen





1 Reply

7 hours ago

And people are wearing masks again. I’m working on my patience when I see someone with a mask on. !!Stupidity
Alert!!

WalkingLibertyGirl





3 1 Reply

13 hours ago (Edited)

Understand the science, and be free to question the science, especially in an environment where objectivity is valued
and not supressed. The reality is that the vaccine is bad because it is being used to deal with an airborne virus. It is
bad because it synthesized a very small protein that creates auto immune issues as well as issues with flow of blood in
tiny blood vessels. Furthermore, the problem is not necessarily that they developed a synthetic mRNA protein  that
lasts longer, but that it is synthesizing a spike protein that is detrimental to the human body from the get-go and then it
continues to be reproduced b/C the mRNA is resistant to decomposition....the problem, therefore is those behind the
production of this so called vaccine, and those that enabled them.: The globalists....who have been planning to
depopulate countries of their people. I strongly believe that this was the reason behind these Covid "vaccinations"

steiner





5 Reply

10 hours ago (Edited)

Absolutely. Bill Gates talked about these vaccines using precisely that language, just as much of the discussion
about vaccination has centred around population control.
 

Unlike yourself, i do not believe that these mRNA technologies (not vaccines since they contain no dead or
attenuated virus whatsoever) are in any way safe. Reprogramming cells to produce proteins to which your immune
system will react is problematic at its core - your body’s defences will necessarily see such cells as compromised,
triggering autoimmune responses.

TheSharpenedPen





5 hours ago

Yeah, we're not fuckingcorn.  They did the same to the corn plant,  genetically engineered corn to produce a toxic
protein.

PMS Mainstreeter





7 Reply

13 hours ago

Reprogramming your cell machinery is definitely problematic and it boggles the mind to think how anyone with a passing
knowledge of autoimmune disorders and how the immune system functions, could think that reprogramming your cells to
manufacture foreign proteins would be a ‘good’ idea.

Yes, absolutely avoid all vaccinations from now on, unless you want cancer and cardiac issues. 

TheSharpenedPen





1 2 Reply

13 hours ago

I believe that this is amazing science... revolutionary tech... but it requires large numbers of proper tests and  objective
studies....

Unfortunately, we now live in a society where these technologies can be used by corrupt politicians and ideologues in
a detrimental way...

steiner





6 Reply

12 hours ago

Sure great idea, revolutionary tech for sure but it doesn't work and (they) knew that it didn't work (as advertised).
Rock On Roger





6

12 hours ago

You know what works really great? Your own immune system, unfettered by dangerous pharmaceuticals.
TheSharpenedPen





1 Reply

11 hours ago

Atomic bombs are amazing science... revolutionary tech.  

That may not be the recommendation you seem to think it is.

Socratic Dog





1

8 hours ago

just because we can do something doesn't mean we should do something.

A humanitarian stance that is usually lost on STEM scientists, bankers and politicians.

Juche Tony





9 Reply

13 hours ago (Edited)

They threw in the pseudouridine without any fucking idea at all of what the effects would be on humans, and I don't
believe they ever even tested it on rats or monkeys.  That's probably the most egregious act in the whole story.

... closely followed by the LPS packets in general,

... and closely followed by the absurd lie that it all stays in your arm.

I Write Code
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13 hours ago

Systemic distribution was proven by Japanese researchers early on.
TheSharpenedPen





Reply

13 hours ago

About as subtle as pouring ethylene glycol antifreeze into your radiator, doh!
I Write Code





2

13 hours ago

Japan was one of the few countries in the world with the common sense and concern to actually conduct that
sort of testing. Most countries were fine parroting, ‘safe and effective’ with no analysis whatsoever aside from
Pfizer crib notes.

TheSharpenedPen
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10 hours ago

Even Doctor Malone swallowed the swill about staying in the arm, until he didn't.  The LPS doesn't stay there, the
mRNA doesn't stay there, and the S1 doesn't stay there.

About the first thing I asked when I heard of this crap was, "How does it target the cells it wants to affect?" and
when I heard the answer was, "It doesn't" my jaw fell on the floor.  "Well they'll fix that in Version 2.0, right?" I
asked.  Right?  It never occurred to me it might stay in the arm, and even if it did, which cell types was it safe for
them to affect?

I Write Code





4

9 hours ago

I have a lot of doubts about Dr Robert Malone.

For some reason he seems to like filing suit against anti-vaxxers.  He is not a friend.

He was also stupid enough to take the initial kill shots.

Socratic Dog
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6 hours ago

via a court ordered FOI request. A serious oversight by Pfizer, not realising that FOIs are taken far more seriously in
Japan. It was their first big mistake.

Juche Tony





Reply

9 hours ago

Tech is good?  Negative, Bwana!  That hasn't been proven.  And if the behavior of the medical class is any indicator then
it'll never happen.

InnerCynic





2 Reply

11 hours ago

You shouldn't have trusted them 60 years ago....The polio vaccine was laced with

SV-40. Please wake up people!

Silvergood





22 Reply

17 hours ago

Dr. Risch is professor emeritus of epidemiology in the Department of Epidemiology and Public Health at the Yale School of Public
Health and Yale School of Medicine.

Dr. Risch is a far-right whack-job anti-vaxxer conspiracy theorist.

~ MSM

Rabbi Zero





8 Reply

16 hours ago (Edited)

Oh and dont forget he doesnt have a degree in political "science" nor a membership of the "old lgbtqiabc123+s club" so he
is not qualified to have an opinion.

chickn





19 Reply

15 hours ago

I saw this 3-year-old little girl's obituary this week. She was born in Dec 2019 and died a week ago. She was diagnosed with brain
cancer in Dec 2022. Her short life was lived during this Covid scamdemic. - https://www.fdlreporter.com/obituaries/pwix0573456

Do I know that she got cancer from getting the Covid shots? No, but I'm sure like most children she got vaccinated and I know
those shots have nothing to do with keeping people healthy. And I believe they'd use their "new improved formula" in regular
vaccines without someone's knowledge or consent.

GoodyGumdrops





6 Reply

PREMIUM 14 hours ago

Less than 10k kids get diagnosed each yr. in the U.S.. About 1100-1600 die.

Chances are slim it was a "naturally" occurring brain cancer.

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/types/cancer-in-children/key-statistics.html

russellthetreeman





4 Reply

12 hours ago

I read years ago that, if they look in the cancer tissues taken from those (dead) kids for SV-40 monkey cancer virus, they
find it.

I wonder where that came from?  Maybe anti-vaxxers ain't so stupid.

Socratic Dog





7 Reply

15 hours ago

Society and civilization ONLY EXIST to make the bearing and rearing of children easier. Makes me sick. Poor baby was
poisoned by her parents. Sick f*cking world.

MontaElTigre





3 Reply

11 hours ago

The truth hits fucking hard
bigchiefdotty





9 hours ago

I'll give you some actual science about this kind of thing which you can spread to other people. The kind of thing they can look up
or you can show them, helping to remove or blunt attacks on you for being a "conspiracy theorist".  

Back around 1960 it was noticed that a particular type of rare cancer, Burkitt's lymphoma, (highly treatable, btw) was not rare in a
very specific region of the world in Africa. Loads of kids got this type of cancer. 

At the time, one Dr. Epstein of Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) fame (which would come later due to this line of inquiry), suggested that it
could be due to an oncogenic (cancer causing) virus. It would take decades to unravel this whole thing but, in a nutshell, here's
how this was found to work: 

EBV is something that nearly all humans have, I mean it's close enough to just call it 100% of humans.

If we get it as children it's so mild that it usually goes unnoticed. But if we somehow avoid it as kids and get it later in life, after
age 10-12 or so, it's much worse and we call it "mononucleosis" and I'm sure I don't have to explain what "mono" is.

Now, in and of itself EBV doesn't do much that we care about, but it is a herpes virus and herpes viruses have a special way of
hiding from our immune system, the molecular details of which are not really useful here, but in a nutshell it invades relatively
long-lasting cells and hides until it decides to replicate for whatever reason. EBV, notably, infects B-cells (a mobile lymphatic cell)
unlike HSV1/2 which infect nerve cells. (The whole cycle of how EBV moves around B-cells is actually pretty fascinating and well
known if you want to go nerd out about it and why we never truly clear the infection once we get it. It is a case study in the
elegance of the evolutionary process.)

The issue is that when EBV decides to replicate it shuts down the effects of a tumor suppressor known as p53 because that
gene's products would suppress the virus' ability to replicate. 

strych10



18 Reply

gene's products would suppress the virus' ability to replicate. 

Now, this doesn't matter to most of us because we have an immune system that can clean this up and prevent any cancer from
appearing. 

However, a common mutation in the human genome for sub-Saharan black people causes another gene which EBV plays with to
be translocated from chromosome 23 to chromosome 8, this changes the promotor sequence that controls that gene and
enhances the effect of a non-functional p53 gene. Again, this doesn't much matter to people with a normal immune system
because it can stay well ahead of any cancer the develops. The two things combined do not create a notable increase in cancer
rates. 

However, if a person has this translocation and has EBV and has significant immunosuppression, they have a serious tendency to
develop Burkitt's lymphoma. Now, a number of things could cause immune suppression but in this particular area of the world,
the answer was malaria. Malaria parasites are quite good at suppressing our immune system so that they can hide from it. So
these kids actually have three issues, each of which is necessary but not sufficient to produce Burkitt's lymphoma. All three
together however, are sufficient. 

If you mix the three things together you end up with cancers at a much higher rate than you'd expect from simple observation.
You might call this a "triple hit hypothesis" just to compliment the "single hit" and "double hit" hypotheses for other carcinogenic
things in this world.

Figuring this out is an example of how you could do a job like Fauci used to have, coordinating oncology with molecular and
cellular biology with epidemiology etc, and do it correctly, unlike Dr. Fauci. 

===

Back to the article: 

There's ample information to suggest that the mRNA vaccines cause specific types of immune suppression that target both
viruses and cancer.

If that kind of immune suppression is wide-spread after, oh, I dunno, maybe a massive campaign that managed to jab 2/3rds of
the population with mRNA vaccines that cause immune suppression and reduced cancer surveillance by the immune system,
you're going to see a much higher rate of cancer and the cancer will be aggressive. That's because it's basically being allowed to
run wild.

The real question is if the immunosuppressive effects wear off over time, allowing some portion of the jabbed population to roll
the dice many times at the cellular level and never come up "snake eyes" while they're still significantly immune suppressed. Only
time will answer that question. 

In the meantime, for the jabbed, it would be wise for them to avoid anything that further increases their risk of cancer. Drinking,
smoking, processed foods, etc. They'd also be well advised to do what they can to strengthen their immune systems via exercise,
diet, proper supplementation as necessary and weight loss as needed. 





5 Reply

6 hours ago

Goodness.  Thanks for all that.  In my next lifetime I'd like to take an actual class on these processes, which I think must
have been all discovered since I graduated in y'know other stuff.

But one note on the COVID vaccine follies, the immune suppression seems to come from repeated identical insults - from
the boosters, not from the original jab or even dual jabs.  If not also from the prolonged exposure to S1 in spite of all the
poor immune system can do - I guess that part could come from even a single jabaroonie.

Perhaps varying the jabs avoids part of this, perhaps not.

There is now some speculation that even annual flu shots may actually be damaging the immune system through the similar
but different "original antigenic sin", simply prepping the immune system for The Wrong Targets.

What an absolute clusterfuck, and 98% of the public has no idea of any of it.

I Write Code
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5 hours ago

That's a complicated post to unwind that you have there, Mr. Code. 

While repeated doses probably make the problem worse for a variety of reasons that are, effectively random (I'll come
back to this in a moment), there's pretty good evidence that a single dose has some odd effects on Toll Like Receptors
(TLRs) that are known to be part of the immune surveillance system, specifically for cancer and viral infection which, as it
happens, are what the jabs seem to fuck with. 

The honest truth here is that you can read about something like TLR4 (one of the TLRs for which we have pretty good
evidence the jabs alter the function of) and you'll rapidly realize that even if everything in the current literature is correct
(it's surely not, we're not perfect) we still don't know a very, very large portion of how this thing works in the bigger
scheme of things (or the smaller one, to be frank).

The simple analogy is that if you go dicking around pressing buttons on a machine that you don't understand, you won't
have any predictive power as to what will happen and you probably won't understand what the machine is doing once
you press the buttons. That's pretty much where we are on some of that. We can probably unwind some of it. 

We can observe correlations and we have some pretty good molecular evidence that it does some things we know aren't
good but what's really going on? ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ No one knows because we've gone and fucked with something we
fundamentally don't understand and we didn't just screw with it a bit, we screwed with it A LOT. 

Ultimately I suspect the answer will be a mix because they picked a viral gene that very, very likely has multiple functions
for the virus. It's a plan for the S-protein, yeah, but it has other functions too which we don't know about. 

There's been questions about the flu shots for years in terms of OAS, the interesting thing about flue OAS is that it
doesn't seem to last. If you get a shot this year and it's not for the right strain, that sucks but it's way less of a problem
next year and basically gone by year three according to most of the research on this not done by pharma. (Pharma
research mostly says it just plain don't happen.)

Because of the mechanism by which a flu shot works, that actually does line up with the rest of what we know/think we
know. It doesn't much concern me, though I personally don't really think flu shots are worth much except possibly in
some cases for elderly people under certain conditions. I do think that they can suppress you for the season if they
manufacturer doesn't guess things right, meaning you're more likely to get the flu that year. It's a place where we miss
more than we hit and we hide the misses. 

===

As to the randomness I mentioned earlier. If you think about how these shots work and you go back to high school
chemistry, you'll remember that a solution contains atoms or ions or solute that effectively moves randomly within the
solution itself. This is why you agitate a precipitation reaction, to increase the molecules chances of interacting with each
other. 

In many regards this is similar. While some cells will have a higher affinity to uptake a micelle (LNP) they can just bounce
off a cell or pass by. This is how they flood the body. Tissues with higher uptake affinities will tend to build up higher
concentrations (see Pfizer's biodistribution study for the Japanese). 

But which specific cells uptake something is, from an outside observer's point of view, random. Some cells can take two
micelles, others get zero. You can't predict it very well in advance except by the same general kind of math you use to
calculate concentrations in chemistry because, like chemistry, this is partly affinity and partly orientation and other factors
as well. 

So, if a cell type has a general 1% proclivity to uptake these things, from a macro scale you should, in theory, get a fairly
even distribution throughout the organ/cell type with a slightly higher concentration at the entry point(s). And generally
you will observe that. But if you get really granular you will certainly find micro-concentrations where a group of cells take
up more of this than others. What that means depends on what type of cell they are and where they are. Heart cells very
close to a blood vessel in the heart is different than cells further away from a capillary in the thigh. In some cases this
means nothing and in other cases it means something. 

And if you repeatedly dose someone with this random effect you will eventually get something somewhat equivalent to
the failure of a tungsten filament in an old school incandescent lightbulb. The lightbulb has selected gas chemistry in it
that encourage sublimed tungsten to be redeposited on the filament but this happens randomly, it can extend the
statistical life of a filament but not indefinitely because the "repair" is random. Eventually you get a failure point. This is the
opposite in that the damage is random. 

strych10
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5 hours ago (Edited)

In terms of the effects specifically on the immune system, remember that the immune system doesn't like things that
are "not self". While these artificial micelles can hide their package for a bit, they will become targets for the immune
system eventually. 

Which means that immune cells are going to actively seek this stuff out and interact with it. [Edit] That's going to
happen either via the immune system going after the LNPs or downstream of the LNP getting into a cell. Either way,
the immune system will deal with the package contents on some level. [/Edit] If one of the effects of that mRNA code is
to reprogram immune cells (which we have some decent evidence for) then we're going to have a problem. [Edit] The
same thing will be basically true, but from a slightly different direction, if the mRNA encourages cells that become
cancerous to evade immune detection.[/Edit]

The question is how much of that the immune system remembers and for how long. 

While it's tempting to say that the answer is forever, I'd doubt that this is true. The reason being that it seems that there
are some pretty basic repurposed drugs that seem to do a damn good job at treating "long vax" and once that's done,
it seems to be done for most people. 

Most people, because people are individuals and no one has the exact same immune system or biochemistry. There
are genetic issues, environmental issues and "previous experience" issues at play here. Not everyone's going to
"process" the jab the same way. 

And we know this is true because the amount of S-protein people produce from the same dose can vary by thousands
of fold. Does that play a part here? ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 

Is any of this linked to how people reacted to the virus in the first place where some people never had any
symptoms? ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 

Is it part of that randomness? ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Do genetic or epigenetic play a role in how the immune system interacts with this stuff? Absolutely. How do those
things affect the interaction?  ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

This whole thing has a lot more questions than answers. It's not as bleak as the blackpilled would like us to believe
because our body is what you might call "antifragile" but your description of "absolute clusterfuck" is quite apt
regardless. 

strych10
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3 hours ago

thanks for this entire series of commentary 
micromanager
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15 hours ago (Edited)

How did pharmaceutical companies get natural immunity not to be sued?  
Ben A Drill





14 Reply

14 hours ago

They didn't, really. One of the stips was that there were no available alternative treatments and everyone knows that
ivermectin and other treatments were available. If they were to be sued, they would lose.

Orly





4 Reply

14 hours ago

But you have to prove there were other treatments available. And the FDA won’t acknowledge that. 
IRMAD





9 Reply

13 hours ago

It's not up to them. A simple search through the NIH database should show several studies regarding SARS-covid and
the efficacy of ivermectin.

Orly





2 1 Reply

11 hours ago

Really? And this will change everything that happened in the last three years? BS….
IRMAD
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11 hours ago (Edited)

The FDA has already approved by EUA the next batch of vaxxes. They haven’t learned a friggin thing…..

and nobody is going to stop them.

IRMAD





2 1

11 hours ago

It’s up to the individuals to take control of their personnel medical lives. 
IRMAD





8 Reply

13 hours ago

Campaign contributions.
Putin.Did.It
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15 hours ago

The criminal Congress gave them full indemnity in 1986. Of course this marked the beginning of the massive increase in
childhood vaccines and autism rates. 

Totallyanonymous





2 Reply

10 hours ago

Thanks Reagan.

That indemnity only applied to vaccines on the childhood vaccine registry.  Thus the push to get the Covid shots on the
schedule before their EUA expired.  They succeeded.

Socratic Dog
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11 hours ago

Gold bars
replaceme





Reply

5 hours ago

1985 act and then some follow-ups in general, and then more specifically for the warp speed fandango.  Someone posted a
long screed the other day giving the history.

I Write Code
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4 hours ago

Turbo cancer boosters - stage 4 cancer with no wait time!

Brought to you by Pfizer

TerrorFirma's Esoterrorist





15 Reply

8 hours ago

Lost my Job over not wanting to be injected.

I liked my job.

Bought a debt free home in a small quiet town.

Best thing I ever did. 

dojufitz
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8 hours ago

There are always options. Sometimes Plan B is best
northern vigor





15 1 Reply

14 hours ago

The Darwin Awards found many candidates in the last few years.  I say let them kill themselves.  Only the truly intelligent will
survive.

RaymondAubrac





15 2 Reply

14 hours ago

Best way to avoid cancer is live free. Don't inject or eat anything unnatural. Stay away from processed seed oils. Foam cups. Fast
food. 

 

You can do it!

Habooby





1 Reply

8 hours ago

Thanks Wumao.  I assume another Wumao is working this shift.
brunski60





15 Reply

13 hours ago

My friends and co-workers trusted the government.  Sad.  
Ben A Drill





14 1 Reply

8 hours ago

all good comments here.

cheers to all!!!

keep far away from the poison clot shot

BullNBear8





16 Reply

13 hours ago

How many women you've never met from 20 years ago have you sexually assaulted, Dr. Risch? Hmmmm?
First There Is A Mountain





15 Reply

6 hours ago

I am a teacher in small private school down South. We start school early in this part of the country (August 11th). So we're already
seven weeks into the new school year. We've already had a wave of "Covid" come through, and we've had both kids and
teachers come down with it.

In kids the severity of Covid ranges from "I feel poopy" to "I feel poopy-doopy." No hospitalizations, no vomiting, no fevers above
101, and not much spreading of the illness among family members. In other words, it's turned into another irritating variant of the
flu. 

However, I do work with a couple of totally vaxed teachers (who are completely caught up with their boosters). They have caught
"Covid", and have missed more work than any of the other teachers. I and my kids have never taken any of the death vaxxes, and
when my son and I caught something two weeks ago (on Labor Day weekend) we simply took over the counter cold meds and
went back to school (as usual) on Tuesday. And that was that.

I conclude that the Fed Gov is never going to be able to stoke up the 2020-2022 era Covid hysteria again. It simply won't fly. I do
see elderly black people and asians wearing masks, because they tend to believe everything they see on the news. But for the
most part, white people in Red states are done with this garbage. 

However; I'll admit that there are lots of white people who gave in to the hype of peak-Covid and received the "vaccine", because
they wanted to keep the fat paychecks from their government jobs. I think there will be a quiet, low level decimation of people like
this. They will be getting cancer in their late 50s and early 60s, instead of after their retirement (as in previous years). 

But; both political parties pushed the vaxx, and politicians from both parties will be downplaying all of this. We can't trust
anybody who draws a government paycheck, or who is running for public office. So be warned.

Finn McCool





Reply

1 hour ago

That sounds much better than the first Covid, which was designed to attack nerve cells, and caused many to lose their
sense of smell or feeling in their legs.

paid_attention
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14 hours ago

The three phases of covid vaccine mortality:

 

Spike protein induced chromosomal damage

Cancers

Severe Immunodeficiency

Fatal Autoimmune Disorder

Suppressed DNA repair mechanism NHE3

Infertility /Reproductive Disorders 

ENTERING PHASE 3 – The Burning Platform

BugMan
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5 hours ago

A family member recently died of lung cancer.  Battling it for a few years. In June a few spots returned in the PET scan - the
doctors at Dana Farber said not to worry that there  were multiple drugs to use to tackle this.  Within a month this family
member’s lung was completely overtaken with cancer - it literally blew up inside them and they passed away a few weeks later.
 The oncologist was stunned and said they had no idea what happened. That they were up at night trying to figure it out.  Sorry,
but it didn’t take a rocket scientist on this one - the patient had received at least four doses of this death shot.  And the
mainstream media wil never report on it. 

I Claudius
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4 hours ago (Edited)

Back in 2020, we learned that all the animals had either significant adverse reactions or died from the SARS-CoV-2 mRNA
injections.  

So why are we surprised the human side effects like turbo cancers, prion brain diseases and cardiac issues are unexpected?  The
COVID-19 injections are reproducing the same results as earlier mRNA studies had shown. 

We have over 70% of population deceived into thinking mRNA injections were "safe and effective"

The risks far outweigh the benefits for a virus with a 99.99% survival rate equivalent to flu or bad head cold 

Be Educated / Be Informed / Beware 

Conservative Thought
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8 hours ago

Dr Risch

He was a lovely fella, no one could understand why he shot himself in the back of the head 3 times...

Cernunnos
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7 hours ago

anecdotally, there are currently a shitload of "why not leave some of your inheritance to cancer research?" adverts on UK tv at the
moment.

Juche Tony





6 hours agoCB Newkirk III
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6 hours ago

I remember when I was a kid in the 1950's they were pushing the old "Donate To Cancer Research" con.
Its now 70 years later, billions/trillions in donations, and the cures are still the same. Cut it out, or Poison it/you with Chemo
or Radiation. 

CB Newkirk III
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11 hours ago

Dr. Phillip Buckhaults just testified in SC describing how he believes the ‘vaccine’ can stifle the body’s natural ability to fight
cancer. You can prob look him up it was just a few days ago. Very detailed and specific regarding mRNA damage 

Magnum
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11 hours ago

That's okay...you can buy the treatment for cancer from the same people that gave you the mRNA vax.
ReichstagFireDept.





3 Reply

10 hours ago

And those who fought it...amazingly, IVM seems to have pretty potent anti-cancer properties.
Socratic Dog
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8 hours ago

As well as Fenbendazole, for cancer. They both cure parasites, which cancer is said to be.
WalkingLibertyGirl





1 Reply

9 hours ago

What would you expect after injecting over 30 different poisons into the body???
Silvergood





11 1 Reply

12 hours ago

I'm grateful for Dr. Risch, as his  objective analysis, from the very beginning, was one of the main reasons that convinced me not
to take these vaccines. Thank you Dr. Risch.

steiner




10 Reply

1 hour ago

imagine believing what deep state machine says

especially when they try so hard to convince us  

learnofjesuits





11 Reply

6 hours ago

If you were dumb enough to take an experimental shot was zero safety data, then you're going to have to get to the back of the
line.

I Am Jack's 4th Account





5 Reply

6 hours ago

As opposed to all the anti-vaccine Republicans who died in August of 2021 of Covid. They can get back in line too huh 
GetToTheChopper2





12 Reply

13 hours ago

Yes, the cancers that are appearing among young people. Also, the nervous system disorders and auto-immune disorders. Sadly,
lots of damage being done with many dead or disabled.

Remember, we are only two years into the experimental injections.....

boyplunger7777





6 Reply

13 hours ago

Yep, it’s the 4 and 5 year marks which will be the most telling if the animal studies were predictive of human outcomes.
TheSharpenedPen
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9 hours ago

By 2030 they want 90% of the population dead!!
Silvergood





2 Reply

8 hours ago

Prepare yourself…https://rumble.com/vsxuqo-prepare-yourself-mentally-brother-alexis-bugnolo.html

✝

WalkingLibertyGirl





10 Reply

15 hours ago

"There is no reason for people to be vaccinated now, to any degree," he said.

Unfortunately, Dr. Risch killed himself the following day, with 2 shots to the back of his skull.

Dumpster Elite





2 Reply

PREMIUM 12 hours ago

Maybe a trend of pharma scumbags killing themselves will happen like the banker suicide trend in 08? 

How many were there? Like 25 or 30 that made the news?

I remember one shot himself with a nail gun in his workshop. In Colorado I think, just retired too...

russellthetreeman





5 Reply

14 hours ago

After tying himself to a tree and placing the gun some 30 yards away
chickn





9 2 Reply

5 hours ago (Edited)

Woe to these Evil folks, when God hears their cries.

2 Timothy 3:1-5 

But understand this, that in the last days there will come times of difficulty. For people will be lovers of self, lovers of money,
proud, arrogant, abusive, disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, unholy, heartless, unappeasable, slanderous, without self-
control, brutal, not loving good, treacherous, reckless, swollen with conceit, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, having
the appearance of godliness, but denying its power. Avoid such people.

Romans 12:19 

Beloved, never avenge yourselves, but leave it to the wrath of God, for it is written, “Vengeance is mine, I will repay, says the
Lord.”

suds





1 9 Reply

5 hours ago

Jesus freak, keep fairy tales to yourself 
GetToTheChopper2





3 Reply

4 hours ago

God still Loves you.
suds





Reply

41 minutes ago

But if you don't repent, He's still going to throw you into the Lake of Fire.
NoNoName





2 Reply

3 hours ago

“Avoid such people.” Amen
Sunny Today





9 Reply

5 hours ago

It won't help you avoid catching a cold, and it will give you cancer.

Time to get your booster!

JMRPete





11 Reply

13 hours ago

I ended up in our local emergency room yesterday with a tough little flu and I can report that the hospital is worse now than ever. I
ended up pulling my iv myself and walking out. Found a small herbal shop that gave me an anti viral. Already starting to work.
That is the end for me and medicine.

olenumbersix





6 Reply

11 hours ago

IVM works.
Socratic Dog





2 Reply

9 hours ago

Of course it works....Wake up people!!!
Silvergood





3 Reply

7 hours ago

You up on your vitamins C and D?
I Write Code





Reply

2 hours ago

Glad you got out alive. 
Habeebespurt





10 Reply

14 hours ago

Millions of hospital workers at all levels already know this.
I Write Code





10 Reply

13 hours ago

Yet they're quiet as church mice.  
Blankenstein





7 Reply

13 hours ago

Nope, the ones who were honest and brave got pushed out - all that’s left now are the collaborators.
TheSharpenedPen





11 Reply

11 hours ago

I worked with MANY that went along. I was the first to say no to the test swab. I got sent home after 23 years, never to
return. Do not EVER tell me what to put in MY BODY. This is the “hill I will die on”. I don’t know what country I’m living
in.

WalkingLibertyGirl





8 Reply

13 hours ago

Yeah, a good portion of them are pretty quiet still on this.

Then there are the others that are still dutifully "following orders" and hawking the vaccine at every turn in the hospitals.

It's kind of bizarre that we've been through the 1930s-40s, know what the Milgram experiment results were/are, yet
thousands of "smart" medical professionals play along to get along.

FXPortent





3 Reply

8 hours ago

It infuriates me.
WalkingLibertyGirl





1 Reply

6 hours agomicromanager

🎵

 don't you know you've got to shock the monkey 

🎶

 





10 Reply

5 hours ago

l asked my Amish buddy back in 2020 if he sees a lot of sickness in the Amish community.  He said if it wasn't for everyone
talking about Covid all of the time, he never would have noticed the flu any worse this year than any other year.

Just_do_what_they_tellya





10 Reply

PREMIUM 4 hours ago (Edited)

I remember when Bret Weinstein interviewed Robert Malone shortly after the vaccines came out (their interview was scrubbed
from the internet, of course). One of the things Malone noted was that the, shall we say, unusual distribution of the vaccine into
bone marrow shown in Pfizer’s safety studies in Japan suggested high risk of autoimmune and cancer complications in the future.

That interview was one of the main reasons I decided to wait for more information before getting the vaccine. Robert Malone
saved my life.

Most people don’t understand the vax is a slow-kill weapon because if everyone were dying immediately after injection the public
would have rejected the vaccine. The vaxxed population will be decimated by accelerated cancer over the next five years. They
aren’t afraid of repercussions because they think the general public is too stupid to make the connection.

Virgil Krenshaw





1 Reply

1 hour ago

This interview is still on BitChute. https://www.bitchute.com/video/wUlpFlXb3KSz/
TedW14





8 Reply

3 hours ago

No shit!  This was known in 2021.  Hey - be stupid - get a covid vaxx and die in a 100 different ways.

I am sorry, but there is only a very small minority of Americans who get it.  Even among the so called 'educated' are people who
lack the most fundamental of judgement skills.

Prepare for a mass depopulation - read the original Deagle numbers if you want a scale for this.  Yes, it is going to be VERY bad
and if you were stupid enough to let your children be vaxxed up, they too will perish in this stupidity - not tragedy, as it was
entirely avoidable.  

The Vel





Reply

50 minutes ago

A nuclear war with Russia will speed things up a bit, no?
NoNoName





9 1 Reply

6 hours ago

"U.S. Gov. data confirms a 143,233% increase in Deadly Cancer cases due to COVID Vaccination"

https://expose-news.com/2023/09/22/us-gov-confirms-143233x-increase-cancer-cases-due-to-covid-vaccination/

The shots were designed to kill you - over a few years.

Onthebeach6





12 Reply

6 hours ago

Haha yeah keep telling yourself that. I’m sure the hundreds of thousands US anti-vaxx freaks laying six feet under right now
appreciate it. 

GetToTheChopper2





9 Reply

6 hours ago

Refute the data I presented or STFU. 
Onthebeach6





7 Reply

6 hours ago

Exposenews.com

News of the World or the Equirer for the modern era. What a JOKE 

is that you doing your own research hahaha 

GetToTheChopper2





11 Reply

6 hours ago

People who chose not to be vacinated don't regret not being vacinated.
Octagon





4

5 hours ago

So no anti vaccine republicans died of Covid in summer/fall 2021…got it 
GetToTheChopper2





9 Reply

8 hours ago

Rule #1. Stop injecting things into your body. 
Rule #2. If someone starts to confuse you and tells you it is good for you, look up Rule #1.

northern vigor





9 Reply

9 hours ago (Edited)

So Dowd, Malone, Hirsch and others were correct all along?

Yeah, no shit.

Bay of Pigs





8 Reply

10 hours ago (Edited)

If the (democrat) government is looking out for the people:

why is it not pushing for everybody to get enough Vitamin D?

Vitamin D is critical for a healthy immune system.  Most everybody above 30-40° latitude is going to be deficient these days due
to poor nutrition and lack of adequate sunshine (indoor jobs, clothing, etc) 

Where is the government and the Department of HEALTH and Human Services?????

 

Mister E





6 Reply

10 hours ago

They're busy mandating boys in girls rooms and tampons in boys rooms.
SoCalGuy





8 Reply

10 hours ago (Edited)

Sadly, many will take the fourth clotshot, with high odds of getting sick, disabled, or dying. These are the same people I saw
wearing K-95 masks all summer long, indoors and outdoors. It is sad but as they say, you cannot fix stupid. Ultimately, a spiritual
issue IMO, these people are afraid to die....

boyplunger7777





2 Reply

9 hours ago

How stupid are people to actually take the shot to begin with?  Darwinism....
Silvergood





2 Reply

7 hours ago (Edited)

One friend who got a heart attack and stents from the jabs is waiting eagerly for the new one.  Hidden death wish? 
Creeping dementia? (age 70) Dedicated lib?  All of the above.

I Write Code





Reply

6 hours ago

Yes, thinking you can take a shot and avoid death is a cheating mentality.  Can't cheat death.  There is a famous Hare Krsna
saying:  If God wants to kill you, no one can save you and if God wants to save you, no can kill you."  

PMS Mainstreeter





8 Reply

11 hours ago

Told ya.
crypto_master





6 Reply

11 hours ago

Us ‘conspiracy theorist nutjobs’ have been proven right more times than I can count - the media can’t even get the weather
right or see past their ideology long enough to look past ‘mostly peaceful protests’ to outright riots, or tell the truth with a
straight face and yet, they are the oracle on high for some reason…

TheSharpenedPen





8 Reply

12 hours ago

Take stupid jabs win bizarre cancers.  Fun!
Blue Roof Society





7 Reply

1 hour ago

Yeah. "Be attuned to your body"......and then be ignored & belittled by your doctor. Been there, done that. Tried getting more than
one doctor to do their job & provide proper testing & was continually made to feel as though I was some psychotic loon. If it
wasn't for my persistence & finding ways to go behind my doctors' backs, my 2 autoimmune issues would STILL be undiagnosed
& untreated.....and this was long before the coof jabs came along. Frankly, the way in which the medical community treated me
was ONE of the reasons I wouldn't touch their poison pokes with a 39.5 ft pole.

BigDawgz

Be attuned to your body,” Dr. Risch recommended, for noticing any new signals the body might give.





1 Reply

27 minutes ago

Doctors are basically educated by Big Pharma. That sums it up.
logically possible





8 Reply

5 hours ago

One wonders if you can even trust getting a tetanus now? So many vaccines are being pushed now. I'll just take a pass on it all. 
Habeebespurt





7 Reply

2 hours ago

i haven't taken a vaccine in fifty years.
buzzsaw99







3 Reply

1 hour ago

True, and they are using MRNA technology in vaccines for other diseases, which is absolutely outrageous and criminal. 
Fahrenheit2021





2 Reply

1 hour ago

And they're injecting it into cattle, for, I don't know, reasons. 

So now we'll have the paradox of being able to buy "organic" beef that's already been altered by mRNA technology. So I
guess we literally are "all in this together." What a joke.

Finn McCool





Reply

1 hour ago

If so, no more US beef for me then, I'll stick to beef from Uruguay and Argentina.
Fahrenheit2021





1 Reply

53 minutes ago

Goodranchers.com
marieeiram





45 minutes ago

Thanks for the link. 
Fahrenheit2021





8 Reply

6 hours ago

Friend's Sister ... dead at 21 from a heart attack.
SteveK9





5 Reply

5 hours ago (Edited)

Guy I know, Lung cancer just after massive number of clots, died..  the other one, a Brain Cancer, it is almost over, his last
days.

Billy Python





8 Reply

PREMIUM 5 hours ago (Edited)

My 38 yr old nephew, sudden kidney cancer after 3rd shot to keep job. Then kidney removed and lifelong  meds and
checkups.

His younger 32yr old sister, my niece, 43 blood clots in shot arm, shoulder, and lungs immediately after tri-
valant booster. 6 subsequent surgeries to remove clots and a rib/muscle for access.

Their father is dying of sudden-onset rare blood turbo-cancer since 1 month after 2nd shot. 

I personally know 12 other dead and 5 permanently injured from my work which paid $1000 to employees with shot
certificates and threatened the jobs of those without. 

Phoenix Pilgrim





2 Reply

5 hours ago

...my work which paid $1000 to employees with shot certificates and threatened the jobs of those without.

 

I value my neck a lot more than three thousand bucks, chief.  [/quint, jaws]

buzzsaw99





8 Reply

4 hours ago

I got the banned from family and friends disease.  I'll get over it, but they won't.  This has been evil for no reason.  Power, Money
and EVIL!

pocomotion





3 1 Reply

3 hours ago

Your family and friends have been brainwashed. Pity them.
BryanM





Reply

1 hour ago

Do you routinely pity the stupid and willfully ignorant or do you revile them?
chiquita





8 Reply

5 hours ago (Edited)

So apply a multiple of ? to the VAERS/EMA stats on deaths and injuries from the covid vaxes.  This is stunning " Adverse effects
occurring a few days after vaccinations were officially counted as health conditions manifesting in unvaccinated people
.... However, serious adverse events after receiving the vaccine have occurred within the first four days, Dr. Risch said. He said
three-quarters of adverse effects are being recorded as happening to unvaccinated people"    Well the govt. lies about
inflation, unemployment, GDP, crime stats, illegal migrants and virtually everything else so no surprises here.

bahian





Reply

46 minutes ago

It's really simple--the gubmint said you weren't considered vaxxed until 14 days after the shot.  
NoNoName





8 1 Reply

5 hours ago

He sounds like a smart, thoughtful and logical doctor.  Well, off to the camp for him!
Voice_of_Doom





3 Reply

5 hours ago

they always look like CIA  agents to me. 
That pod





8 Reply

8 hours ago (Edited)

The poison peddlers need to be held accountable, but there are so many dirty hands in this, it will take massive public outrage to
bring any justice.  Thanks to our corrupt state media, most people are still oblivious. 

Sizzurp





8 Reply

PREMIUM 14 hours ago

The two main things that Bill Gates is most obsessed with are vaccines and depopulation.

Makes you wonder.

wootendw





2 Reply

10 hours ago

Hand and glove? Body and bag?
TheSharpenedPen





4 Reply

13 hours ago

Why couldn't people figure this out 10 years ago... How dumb is everyone?
Silvergood





7 Reply

12 hours ago

So many Stupid pricks to blame for this tragety its difficult to add them all up.
Bill of Rights





4 Reply

11 hours ago

So many Stupid pricks to blame for this tragedy it's difficult to string them all up.  We will try, though...
spdrdr





1 Reply

9 hours ago

That's a nice way to correct this guy's spelling.  It's kinda his thing though.
brunski60





Reply

7 hours ago

So many stupid pricks to blame for so many stupid pricks.
I Write Code





7 Reply

12 hours ago

Your alternative update on #COVID19 for 2023-09-20. DNA and mRNA contaminants in covid shots. Pfizer's previous booster
tested on 8 mice only, latest one on 10 (blog, gab, tweet).

PaperBear





7 Reply

12 hours ago

Gee, I wonder if there is a correlation...../sarc
RaymondAubrac





7 Reply

13 hours ago

Poor guy. Does his family realize he's about to commit suicide? Two bullets to the back of his head I guess.
Rule 303





9 Reply

PREMIUM 12 hours ago

No kidding. This guy hasn't been paying attention. Comments like this one go directly against the machine, which is more
hazardous to your health than a mRNA jab. 

Incidentally, nobody should have gotten vaccinated with an mRNA vaccine to begin with. The elderly, obese, and
immunocompromised were the only people at risk of death and they had Ivermectin as well as the non-mRNA vaccines if
they really wanted a vaccine. mRNA never had to be a part of this. It was just a good opportunity to run a science
experiment on a couple billion people. Fkrs.

julius.winsome

Dr. Risch’s opinion is that nobody should get vaccinated with an mRNA vaccine, as the new variants
are mild and not life threatening.





6 Reply

2 hours ago

C'mon man ... Pfizer and Moderna are great humanitarians.

They could have developed an injection that caused slow-acting cancer. But no!!

They included turbo cancer so it will all be over quickly and you won't suffer from a long and painful death.

They're "good people" ... just like the Clintons.

Rabbi Zero





Reply

1 hour ago

As solid as Obama.
NoNoName





6 Reply

4 hours ago

But Covidiots are still lining up for the next booster!  I was in Walgreens yesterday and there were people waiting in line for the
double jab of Convid and Flu vax.  SMFH...

SmallerGovNow2





4 Reply

PREMIUM 4 hours ago

You can't fix stupid. But Fauci is trying.

LouTurks





7 Reply

6 hours ago

NEVER forget what these tyrants did to us.  Including the lying MSM...
SmallerGovNow2





6 Reply

5 hours ago

I know of three people who mysteriously developed skin cancer. One said they had to book surgery that was 10 weeks out
because they were so busy

You_Cant_Quit_Me





6 Reply

6 hours ago

This turbo cancer is brought to you by...... Pfizer. 
Almachius





7 Reply

7 hours ago

The researchers surveyed 777 employees at the esteemed University Hospital Basel, Switzerland. These employees had already
been scheduled to receive mRNA boosters and willingly underwent a blood test for troponin levels three days after administering
the vaccine.

Troponin is a protein that the heart releases when it is injured. Although the vaccinated individuals did not exhibit obvious signs of
heart damage, blood tests revealed high levels of troponin in many recipients.

https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/mrna-covid-jabs-have-caused-silent-heart-damage-to-tens-of-millions-shocking-
new-study-claims/ar-AA1euJsk

pparalegal





6 1 Reply

6 hours ago (Edited)

Your body is a temple (1 Cor 6:18).  Injecting transhumanistic mRNA gain of functions is idolatry in your temple.  These evil people
desperately want to separate us from God.

Clot Shots = Abomination of Desolation.

Ozarkian





6 Reply

7 hours ago (Edited)

RefugeOfSinners (ROS) @RefugeOfSinner5
Sep 18, 2023
https://twitter.com/RefugeOfSinner5/status/1703584056804548821

"The Pfizer vaccine is contaminated with plasmid DNA, it's not just mRNA, its got bits of DNA in it.
This DNA is the DNA vector that was used as the template for the invitro transcription reaction when they made the mRNA.
I know this is true because I sequenced it in my own lab"

Professor Phillip Buckhaults.
Phd in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.
He does cancer genomics research at the University of South Carolina. An expert on which changes to the genome causes
cancer. His team is really good at detecting foreign pieces of DNA in places where they are not supposed to be.

TURBO CANCER, AUTOPHAGY & NEW HOPE FOR THE VAXXED -- DR. WILLIAM MAKIS | PT 2
Sep 09, 2023
https://rumble.com/v3g1djs-turbo-cancer-autophagy-and-new-hope-for-the-vaxxed-dr.-william-makis-pt-2.html

ACT OF WAR: Thanks to covid “vaccines,” the military’s cancer rate has more than TRIPLED
Jan 27, 2022
https://vaccineinjurynews.com/2022-01-27-covid-vaccines-military-cancer-rate-tripled.html#

Whistleblower bombshell: DOD medical data reveals surges in oft-cited vax 'adverse events' in 2021
Jan 26, 2022
https://justthenews.com/politics-policy/coronavirus/covid-panel-military-service-members-see-spikes-miscarriages-cancer

According to the data found by the military doctors, there was also a nearly 300% increase in cancer diagnoses, from a 38,700-
per-year average in 2016-2020 to 114,645 in 2021.

Youri Carma





6 Reply

10 hours ago (Edited)

I'm absolutely baffled that people still are taking the killshots.

I heard the other day that my aunt is going to take the latest booster. I had hoped that she had maybe started questioning things,
swallowed her pride a bit, and decided not to take any more boosters. But nope.

The masses live with blinders on. I don't know how you can stumble through life like that--work your way into a successful career,
etc etc, and yet somehow never even truly think for yourself.

 

SoCalCavalier





2 Reply

9 hours ago

Wish your aunt goodbye....
Silvergood





6 Reply

PREMIUM 14 hours ago

I know two teenagers who have cancer. One is having a horrible time with chemotherapy. The other was able to obtain a
chemotherapy treatment that was far less agonizing but he has to relearn how to walk as some of his muscles that connect his
hips and joints have been cut out.

Teenagers have always gotten cancer but I never knew any personally. Just read about them in magazines like Readers' Digest.

wootendw





3 Reply

14 hours ago (Edited)

Your instinct is correct - something is very wrong. All cause mortality unchanged during the scamdemic, is now up 43% -
this cannot be by random chance - something shifted those deaths upward - something big, like a forced vaccination
campaign by globalists in government.

TheSharpenedPen





7 Reply

11 hours ago

The other part of that is that all-cause should be down since the weakest and closest to death were removed by the
disease. 

After really bad flu years we see all-cause mortality is slightly lower the next year because people can't die twice. 

So, not only is this notable, it's also notably backwards, which is very specifically something no one really wants to
discuss. 

strych10





1 Reply

10 hours ago

I just have so many problems with CDC reporting I'm loathe to even address the issue.  I hold that they double-
counted all the already-fake with-COVID fatalities - and would still be doing so if there *were* any still happening.

ps - *are* there any still happening?  I mean, *any* at all?  Signed, Curious.

I Write Code





1 1 Reply

10 hours ago (Edited)

Which doesn't change the fact that people can't die twice.

The CDC's own stats claim this killed off people, statistically, over the average lifespan. There's no way the math
works to increase all-cause on this side of things unless literally everything was fake, and I don't think there are 80K
families in NY that are actually crisis actors "ticked off" at Cuomo for killing, mostly elderly, with unnecessary
ventilation. 

The same basic thing would be true with Remdesivir and the people who died from a complete lack of care when
everything shut down and they couldn't get any sort of care for normal things. [Edit]Is anyone really going to argue
that Remdesivir and vent deaths were also faked? [Edit] 

As for right now, my understanding is that CoV-2 *deaths* being listed as "from Covid" are basically nil at this point.
Obviously that would also include the subset of those who are "with Covid" but classified as "from" for paperwork
purposes. 

At this point it's going to kill some people who are already one foot across the threshold to the other side, just like it
did before. Just like colds and flu do every year. Extremely old, very immunocompromised etc. 

strych10





1

10 hours ago (Edited)

I understand the "twice" issue but I'm not asking about that.

I think you confirm the "from COVID" are basically nil at this point.  And if you haven't quite come to grips with
this yet maybe this is the time, that if "from COVID" is nil then it's nil, and pushing old folks over the edge does
not even count, that's basically an independent process and "old age" is a valid and sufficient indication.

As far as I can tell actual COVID fatalities were basically ended at the latest by the end of 2021.  Whether you
were vaccinated or not.  That the CDC still is listing hundreds of COVID fatalities per week, that the Moderna add
claims COVID is currently the fifth leading cause of death - total bullshit.

If the public knew the actual fatality rate is currently *zero*, how many would take the new shot, mandated or not?

... and has been zero for over 18 months already ...

I Write Code





2

8 hours ago

You need to understand that in my line of work we don't make declarative statements without solid evidence.
Doing so is a great way to end your career and get sued into oblivion to boot. 

Hence the qualifier "basically nil" 

I'm not going to tell you that zero people have died from Covid since 2021 since I know that there's gotta be one
out there. AIDS, old age, immunosuppressive therapy after an organ transplant, various parasite infections...
something. Something weakened at least one person to the point that CoV-2 killed them and is the primary driver
of death. 

I suspect that you're correct that it's basically a paperwork thing from 2021 onward. But that's a rat's nest to
untangle (by design), so I'm not going to make extremely declarative statements on it unless I have a pile of data
to back them up. 

And yes, that's a place the CDC is playing games to support a narrative they want to push, no doubt. My general
rule of thumb at this point is to take anything they claim is scary and cut the numbers they throw at me to 1/100th
the claim.

When they claim something's good and wonderful, cut the numbers down to 1/100th of the claim too.

When they claim that something's safe and effective, take the reported side effects and for each one multiply by
10-1000 to calculate a realistic range of each injury. 

strych10





3 Reply

9 hours ago

What would you expect from taking 40-60 toxic childhood vaccines. How dumb are the parents??
Silvergood





12 hours ago (Edited)

Proof that they're not just 'clot shots', but immune system destroyers - on purpose.
Betty Swallsack



7 Reply



2 Reply

9 hours ago

Glad you can finally see it. They actually cause more damage than what you described. 
Silvergood





6 Reply

12 hours ago (Edited)

It is even being publicly admitted now that:

1. Masks dont work

2. Between 1:800 and 1:5000 people get SERIOUS adverse effects from the vaccine - which is PER SHOT. - And that is on top of
the problems from getting infected - since it does not protect you - only postpones your sickness with a couple of months after
initially sickening you and making you MORE likely to get infected.

3. Most likely came from a lab and paid money to (mon?)key people to make them say something else

 

Anybody really trust government anymore? If so, you gotta be fucking out of your mi ... wait you dont have that at all do you !

chickn





6 Reply

PREMIUM 12 hours ago

I can no longer send article like this to friends and family who took the Jabs.  It's too disturbing for all of us.  Just hope they are
ones that received the saline......

retrocop





5 Reply

11 hours ago

The Vaccinated will only hate you with an incandescent passion, as they suffer buyers' remorse and blame the
Unvaccinated.

spdrdr





6 Reply

12 hours ago

Hot lot or placebo. Do you feel lucky?
quasi_verbatim




3 Reply

12 hours ago

Got friends thinking the same thing.
BandGap





6 Reply

13 hours ago

Because it was a true kill shot, in what areas of the world are people NOT dying who took the vaccine?

That would suggest to me that would most likely be a government that was involved with this if you can find these places.

In these places, was there perhaps a placebo? 

johnnyringo





5 1 Reply

13 hours ago

Wouldn’t surprise me one bit if they just chem trailed all of us just for shits and giggles.  
Ben A Drill





8 Reply

12 hours ago

Israel vaxxed more than 90% of their population... 5 times!  They should be having massive cancers and heart troubles. 
Unless they got a 'special' batch.

Putin.Did.It





9 Reply

PREMIUM 12 hours ago

I found something online a while back that purported to show--statistically--that everything Israel got was a placebo,
based on how much of an outlier their reported compilations were as compared to other nations. Don't remember where I
found that report. And it's probably been suicided by now anyway.

Postal





6 Reply

12 hours ago

I have no doubt they used placebos.

Uhmm, Israel stepping right up, very early on, and making themselves the guinea pig nation for experimental
injections?  Don't make me laugh; never gonna happen. It was kabuki theater.

No_Pretzel_Logic





7 Reply

12 hours ago

They got the kosher batch, no swine flu or spiked protiens.
tenpanhandle





2 Reply

12 hours ago

pickle juice?
micromanager





Reply

3 hours ago (Edited)

.
No-Go zone





7 Reply

3 hours ago

The west has turned pure fascist, governments colluded with big business to push the shots to get around any and all
constitutional rights with the threat of losing ones livelihood. 

 

Dor358





7 Reply

5 hours ago

Watched the new and improved CDC director lie yesterday, just like her predecessor, Rochelle Walensky did do many times. She
claimed that the 'new' boosters would prevent 'long covid', which is patently untrue.

Sky Pie





1 Reply

1 hour ago

how many people suffering from "long covid" are actually "unvaccinated", and why don`t we know? why are no statistics
available?

my suspicion is that this is because "long covid" is almost exclusively an affliction of the "vaccinated".

 

donkey_shot





5 Reply

3 hours ago

The analysis by Dr Risch is one of the most worrying of all. It seems clear that these unsafe and ineffective toxic vax jabs are
causing cancer in people who have no history of it in their family etc. And some of them only 25 years old.

Those responsible for knowingly mandating others to "get jabbed or else" with untested vaxes need to be rounded up and
severely punished.

smacker





5 1 Reply

3 hours ago

He said COVID has become an illness similar to the flu in its degree of severity, and that propaganda to scare people is being
pushed by the government on behalf of pharmaceutical companies to sell more vaccines.

That's part of it.  But the major reason is the need for a reason to implement lock downs for the 2024 election.  Dims need to stuff
the ballot box with fraudulent mail-in ballots to remain in power.  Their very life depends on it.  When a vicious animals is
cornered, it becomes very, very dangerous.

 

Charles D





5 Reply

3 hours ago

Doctor yesterday said i was due for my tetanus asked if I wanted it today, said nope! Then asked if I wanted a flu shot, i laughed
and said nope alll good!! The sun is my vaccine. In regards to tetanus, there is a study saying you don't need every 10 years, and
that it's more like 30. In reality do you actually need it? And where the fvck do they get this 10 year number? Lol. 11 is tooo far
you must get it now!!!! All bullshit.

Bitchesleave





5 Reply

7 hours ago

Long on chemotherapy.
Arch_Stanton





2 1 Reply

7 hours ago

70% of doctors refuse Chemo
That pod





3 Reply

6 hours ago

People should check out the ingredients in chemo.
Arch_Stanton





1 Reply

1 hour ago

Quick personal observation about adenocarcenoma lung cancer and chemotherapy.  My next door neighbor, my
husband, and another neighbor in our cul-de-sac (all lifelong smokers) were diagnosed with the exact same type of
lung cancer within 2.5 months of each other (in the order listed).  Our next door neighbor had surgery and
chemotherapy, but she died after 11 months.  My husband's was inoperable and was treated with radiation and
chemotherapy until it was undetectable.  He took a break from treatment, but was told he had to go back for
chemotherapy despite having no active cancer--something about how this cancer never leaves the body or some
such.  He died after 18 months from pulmonary complications caused by the radiation treatment and continued
chemo.  The third neighbor opted for surgery only and no further treatment--she literally wanted to die because her son
(a doctor) set up her entire treatment plan and on the eve of her surgery, he committed suicide (VERY bizarre).  She is
the only one who is still living 18 years later.  I am sure her choice not to take chemo saved her life.  Of the three of
them, my husband's prognosis was the best, although his treatment was what killed him.

chiquita





5 Reply

3 hours ago

Yet no one in government or at the pharmacudical companies have been  jailed.
onespoiledsmilkshake





6 Reply

7 hours ago (Edited)

Vaccines always were a con- for most childhood illnesses they already were massively on the decline before vaccines came
along- clean water was key!

 

https://principia-scientific.com/vaccines-did-not-save-lives-and-i-can-prove-it/

 

 

Regarding covid vaccines, I have become rather callous, I know how I was looked upon for not taking it. I don't really care about
those who took it and actively encourage them to take more.  Their everyday believes are so differenet to mine anyway.

 

 

 

 

wildworld





2 Reply

4 hours ago

The issue isn't really the vaccines - it's the people who could orchestrate this, and turn your friends and neighbors into pod
people, aren't going to stop at faux health measures.

misgivings





5 Reply

9 hours ago (Edited)

From reading some of the scary posts below: 

it may be that the most effective form of birth control is the threat of being FORCED to give a growing child about 70 vaccinations
during their school years when their immune systems are developing.

I personally would think 5 times before ever deciding to father a child these days... and then I would say "no way."

The cold-blooded contempt for human beings and their children on display today (by the pharma industry) is incredibly
disgusting. 

This alone is reason to vote for somebody like Kennedy

Please, people, if you are vaccinating your children:   make sure they are healthy before allowing them to be stuck, and make sure
they are getting enough vitamin D and are well-nourished.  

DON'T allow them to be vaccinated with anything if they are sick at the time or immune compromised in any way.

Mister E





Reply

4 hours ago (Edited)

Well said, and if you are going to vaccinate at least find a pediatrician who is informed on vaccines and will work with you to
develop a plan to spread out and delay schedule. 
 

 

Totallyanonymous





6 Reply

11 hours ago

I think mRNA vaccines should be reserved for world leaders and the super rich.  All us peasants should just take our risks with
natural immunity.  

kharrast





5 Reply

10 hours ago

Once again conspiracy theorists proven right.  This time it was 'turbo cancer'.
somedude





1 Reply

10 hours ago

Conspiracy theorists are being proven right at the speed of one news cycle these days. Anything faster and we’d be
supersonic.

TheSharpenedPen





Reply

9 hours ago

Along with all kinds of other disorders...
Silvergood





5 Reply

12 hours ago

Turbo cancer = turbo profits for big pharma. (insert Meme of black man pointing to head emphasizing thinking)
ikhan





7 Reply

2 hours ago (Edited)

I hear free covid testing swabs are going to be given out.  DON'T USE THEM!  They want everybody using them, most will get
covid positive results because they are designed that way!  The Gov. will use the positive crap to alarm the population again, and
try to force stupid covid policies again.  If you are sick, stay home till you feel better as we always have, and don't tell your
employer you have covid!  tell them you have a appointment or something else.  LET'S NOT GIVE THEM THE POWER THEY SO
DESPERATLY WANT!

marieeiram





5 Reply

3 hours ago

Turbo cancer is caused by climate change and Pfizer has a vaccine for it.  
Xena fobe





4 Reply

2 hours ago

There are cures for cancer. Skin cancers use black salve also called bloodroot salve. For other cancers use a combination of
fenbendazole and ivermectin. Look up Joe tippins.  There are other cures like RSO, Rifing, chlorine dioxide but not like the results
I’ve seen with the former. My entire family has relied on black salve for skin cancers for years. I’ve used it personally and it works. 

main1event





Reply

1 hour ago

I read milk weed is good for skin cancer but will look up bloodroot.  Good to know. 
Xena fobe





1 Reply

1 hour ago

FDA says Do Not Use Black Salve. 

So use black salve. 

CognitiveDissident





Reply

5 minutes ago

Zenithherbal.com sells bloodroot salve and you can pay with BTC native.  Now we are getting there.
DjangoCat





4 Reply

1 hour ago

Don´t worry. Isn´t the gates foundation investing in tweaking the MRNA vaccines to cure cancer?

 

LOL. talk about creating and cornering a market...

Andrew Spc





2 Reply

1 hour ago

Here's a secret--the pharma industry will "never" release a drug that can cure anything, much less as big a money-maker as
cancer.  Treatment is what they want, not cures.

NoNoName





4 Reply

3 hours ago

My 30 some yr old niece suddenly developed a rare form of cancer on her ovary. It burst before surgery. Thinking she took the jab
since her family worships Biden.

rejectnumbskull





4 Reply

3 hours ago

Ty, Tylers

holy cow - Yale professor warning of gene-vaccine Turbo cancers

so it is not fringe crazies then. Yikes.

ChildWifeAisha





4 1 Reply

PREMIUM 6 hours ago

Flood the country with illegal unvaxed to replace the vaxed.

Face it, you got jabbed say hi to Jesus for me.

They killed You.

LouTurks





8 Reply

6 hours ago

Keep telling yourself that douche
GetToTheChopper2





2 Reply

5 hours ago

Shut up bitch
Im Back





4 Reply

6 hours ago

Ed Dowd has recently come forward with an even more sobering analysis of the damage to humanity subsequent to the vaccine
rollout.

https://naomiwolf.substack.com/p/ed-dowd-reveals-astonishing-death?utm_source=podcast-
email%2Csubstack&publication_id=676930&post_id=137304110&utm_campaign=email-play-on-
substack&utm_medium=email&r=zibyi#details

Xi Joe Ping





5 Reply

8 hours ago

National Lampoon’s Vaccination. 
dojufitz





4 Reply

6 hours ago

Idiocy has its rewards.

Free Ice Cream, Free Burger, Slave Job, a lifespan of 30mins to 5 years depending on where the injection went in.  

Argon1





4 Reply

6 hours ago

If you're wondering, new cancer cases in the U.S. were 1.6 million in 2018, and 1.9 million in 2022, and they're expected to be up
from that this year. I know someone who was diagnosed with minor prostate cancer before Covid. They were told they would die
with it, but not from from, it just before they were 'vaxxed.' About a year later, it grew so much the doctor had to remove it.
Coincidence?

Raguel





8 hours ago

He's a guy with credibility.  All the elite liberal-accepted credentials.  Interesting.

Starting to gather critical mass?

Dogstar59
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4 Reply



Reply

7 hours ago

From my anecdotal observation, yes. 

My wife and I get questions about shit like this all the time now. 

strych10





4 Reply

9 hours ago

Bill Gates says, "we can reduce world population with vaccines and stuff".
JiminiKrickets





4 Reply

12 hours ago

Surprise factor zero.
Mario Landavoz





2 Reply

12 hours ago

This has been acknowledged for some time, and highly suspected for even longer, and yet, to protect us from a virus about
on par with the flu in terms of mortality, people were forced to take an mRNA technology, masquerading as a ‘vaccine’ into
their bodies. Hijacking your cells and forcing them to make a foreign protein (spike protein) is something which viruses do -
and, not surprisingly, viral infections are strongly implicated in the development of cancers.

TheSharpenedPen





4 Reply

11 hours ago

Forced? 

Everyone had a choice! Two people I know quit because of 'mandatory!'

Life or a job? Hmmmmmmm! Think I'll choose life again!

Yes.. No.. Maybe...





2 Reply

10 hours ago

Yes, FORCED. Losing a job is not an option for many people who have families to support and children to feed.
FORCED. Not everyone can claim ‘forced’ but those who had only themselves to look out for were still strongly
‘coerced’. Still others, denied life saving medical treatment for refusing an untested mRNA technology, faced high
pressure - you could say FORCED if their lives hung in the balance.

TheSharpenedPen





1 Reply

10 hours ago (Edited)

Are you Jack's complete lack of surprise?
Baer Creighton





4 Reply

12 hours ago (Edited)

Fractions, I remember fractions from fourth grade.

What's 100% * 300,000,000 / 300,000,000?

I Write Code

“That’s the mechanism I think is most likely here,” Dr. Risch said. “We know that the COVID vaccines have
done various degrees of damage to the immune system in a fraction of people who have taken them.”





4 Reply

12 hours ago

If the blood clots and myocarditis won't get you, the cancers will.
hiftobaf





4 Reply

12 hours ago

This woman on a dating site I use stated that she is incredibly vaccinated.. Swipe left..
JZ123





4 Reply

12 hours ago (Edited)

"Dr. Harvey Risch Sadly Found Saturday In Filthy Alley With 3 Self-Administered 50g Fentanyl Injections To Carotid"
Detective Miller





4 Reply

1 hour ago

Cancer is a cash cow for Big Pharma.

Big Pharma creates a vaccince which bumps up cancer rates a percent or 2 and can double cancer rates.

Theres definitely a link between cancer and the number sexual partners you have, Big Pharma controls TV buying over 70% of all
TV advertising, if they can bump up sexual promiscuity a point or 2 they can double revenues, flip a few more into LGBTQ and
they really become cash cows.

https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/more-sexual-partners-more-cancer-2020042819658

Im starting to think allowing patented drug commercials on TV bad a really bad idea as they have an economic incentive to
promote destructive lifestyles that increase revenues.

 

GhostOLaz





6 Reply

PREMIUM 3 hours ago

As long as Fauci is walking around a free man---the USA is an evil place and should be avoided.

Independent Thinker





3 Reply

1 hour ago

Fauci and his hundreds of ilk.
logically possible





3 Reply

1 hour ago

Dr Risch is among the handful of doctors and academics in whom I place any trust. I have no idea whether this information is
correct or not, but anyone of position or credentials who is willing to speak against the narrative, as is his constitutional right to
do, displays integrity and courage. I put Dr Jay Bhattacharya and Dr Martin Kulldorf in the same category. 

One day the coward doctors who failed the test of their oath will be publicly shamed.

ManOfMystery





Reply

3 minutes ago

So many Drs. only read the medical journals and MSM so they have no idea what is going on.
DjangoCat





3 Reply

2 hours ago

“We know that the COVID vaccines have done various degrees of damage to the immune system in a fraction of people who
have taken them.”

That damage could translate to getting COVID more often, getting other infectious diseases, or getting cancer...

 

yeah, a LARGE FRACTION.

buzzsaw99





3 Reply

2 hours ago

Modern medicine and socialism has removed survival of the fittest from humans; they hoped with a shot they could put it back. 
No Time for Fishing





3 1 Reply

3 hours ago (Edited)

They are 'solving' America's demographic problem, too many old people,  and were doing it before Covid, ; Life expectancy in the
US has been dropping for at least 5 years. They just accelerated the death rate. 

That pod





3 Reply

3 hours ago

I tried to wake my doctor, as she was upset that she would have to get a mandatory Flu and COVID shot soon.

She kept stressing - I'll lose my job, oh me, oh, my...  I gave her both barrels of everything I know about the Certificate Of Vaccine
I.D. - Artificial Intelligence.   She got white as a ghost and had to leave the room so fast,,,  I hope she has a good weekend
thinking about it all.

pocomotion





3 Reply

3 hours ago

I suggest that instead of .govs spending the next 7 years woffling about the entrails of Net Zero to distract people from reality,
they should devote full resources to rounding up the criminals involved in the CovID vaxx scam.

smacker





2 Reply

3 hours ago

U expect them to round up and arrest themselves?
pocomotion





1 Reply

2 hours ago (Edited)

Independent prosecutors s/b appointed.
smacker





1 Reply

1 hour ago

Appointed by who?  The criminals who did it?  You are not thinking this through.
NoNoName





3 Reply

3 hours ago

Even looking back, just how tf could people be fooled so easily to take the vax? Men and women, doesn't matter how old, that go
with the notion "It's the right thing to do" are fucking idiots. A family member has the flu rn, is coughing, said they tested negative
for covid, so i asked why tf did you get tested anyway? And why did you wear a mask when meeting someone at the job?? And if
sooo why weren't you wearing one well before covid?? As if it really matters... Fucking retarded. I will not put up with it, i'm going
to treat them as if they don't exist just like all the other mask tards.

Bitchesleave





4 Reply

4 hours ago

I only watch older movies on TV anymore. Nothing else. Especially the news. But still, I notice the covid vaccine push is coming
back in the commercials. Sickening.

rejectnumbskull





3 Reply

3 hours ago

Welcome to the new normal, produced by da (((Pfizer & Co.))).
No-Go zone





3 Reply

3 hours ago

Work in an acute hospital cancer cases have skyrocketed but no one will admit the obvious. If you were vaccinated and boosted
my suggestion is get scans every year. 

LibMeltDown





3 Reply

4 hours ago

"You have to get your vaccine. You have to get the shot." - Joe 'Senile Walter Mitty' Biden
Al Capone





3 1 Reply

5 hours ago

Didnt Dr. Sheri Tenpenny come out and warn everyone that within about 18 months of taking the point arm candy, that we'd start
to see the negative effects of it?  Pretty sure she absolutely did! 

OrangeCircles100





5 Reply

5 hours ago

Who? 
GetToTheChopper2





6 Reply

4 hours ago

Are you today’s idiot in the rotation?
GatorMcClusky





2 Reply

4 hours ago

Gettothechopper is a troll.  #INSTABLOCK!
bookofenoch





5 Reply

4 hours ago

Obviously she was wrong. 

Some people had heart attacks right away. 

strych10





3 Reply

6 hours ago

Climate change? Fast Food? One parent family? Mosquito bite? Solar winds? Polar magnetic fields? Too much video games?

It's sooo difficult to find the reason. What did we do differently the last couple of years before the rise in c numbers?

MightyZen

He said this is not how cancer normally develops.

"There has to be some initiating stimulus to why this happens," he said.





1 Reply

2 hours ago

Climate change--you nailed it.
NoNoName
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